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Summary.
This thesis outlines the early history and aims of the Twitaoho 
Shakeapaare-Geaellschaft and surveys the different types o; contributions 
found I'd volumes 1-50 of the  ?hakaspQarg-Jahrb^eh. It also considers a 
few critical works outside the Jahrbuch. Purely academic scholarship is 
distinguished from general criticism and special attention is paid to 
particular aspects of this criticism. Political interpretations of the 
plays are related to the political situation and beliefs in Germany at
*
that tine, and a parallel is drawn between Elizabethan Kn/land and 
Germany. Similarly It is suggested that the somewhat .(umanistic approach 
to Shakespeare's religious beliefs is influenced by German religious 
attitudes. The German preoccupation with psychological character studies 
is shown as sometimes going to unreal extremes, and as symptomatic of 
Gernan Romanticism. The contrasts drawn between ^M ;land and Germany arc 
also related to the political background of the times and to German ideas 
concerning the "Nordic, culture", and the G^tian cmcr>rn with the ro-al 
and educational value of Shakespeare is examined. The current theories 
of literary criticise and scholarship are explained in their historical 
and philosophical context, and the significance is assessed of the German 
erlticisrc o* this period in the history of ''hakespeare criticism in 
general.
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Is Introduction.
<y any account the Deutsche Shakespeare-Gesellschaft Ls a moat 
remarkable institution. Founded In 1864 on the occasion of the 
tercentenary of Shakespeare's birth it ia now over a hundred years eld 
and la thua the oldest society "ar the study of Shakespeare with an 
unbroken existence. It was also the first foreign society to be founded 
for this purpose. Indeed, one of the first problems that confronted the 
founders of the society was that of justifying its very existence. 
Withelm Oechelhfuser found it necessary to argue: "The advertisements 
for the forthcoming Jubilee are 50!n» out - England is proparin-..? for a 
national festival, and Germany cannot and will not be left behind, ^or 
Shakespeare belongs to us too ; the Germans have acquired him through 
translation and research, he has become a power in our literature. 
...The growth of the knowledge o< this ^«at apostle of humanity a' >.-> 
true wisdom of life is essential for the healthy development not merely 
of our dramatic literature but o- the whole raoral and lit-oller-t^al life
o the nation." 1
There was immediate opposition to Oechelhlfuser's suggestion, as is
shown by erthold Auerbach's remark on the 18th February, 1364: "If the 
Ideen zur Grflndung einer deutschen hakqBjjea.re.-Gesel^lscha^t (1863).
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political cynicism of Bismarck and Rechberg succeeds in stirring up a new 
civil war in Germany or alternatively in sinking is in new humiliation, then 
our whole culture will be involved." There would be no place for a 
Shakespeare society or any other cultural activity In the political 
situation that Auerbaeh feared w<*s imminent. Indeed there had been 
earlier attempts to found a society, notably that of Tycho Mommsen in 1857, 
but they had come to nothing, "o- did th*» opposition vanish once the 
society had at last been successfully rvri-i~!. At the G-vi'v-al Meeting of 
1865 Ulrici found it necessary to dof^ \.i the society against those patriots 
who complained about the political attitude of England towards the r-oat 
questions of the day. The society, he claimed, did not wish to burn incense 
to » foreign genius; Shakespeare the Englishman should be also a German poet; 
it was not a question ot uncritical adulation but of scholarly study. 2 
This sort of attitude persisted through the years and reached its climax 
in an extraordinary speech delivered to the society by Ge-hart Hauptmann
o
in 1915, in this Hauptwann maintained that Germany was nearer the spirit 
of Shakespeare than England, and that had Shakespeare been alive then he 
would have supported Germany in the stru<?arle against England.
^Quoted by Albert Ludwig in "Me v»itachp Shakespeara-Gesellschaft. 
Kin SHckbllek anlfaslich ihres SOJIhrlgen 3eatehens, M J ahrbu ch , XLIX (1913), 
7.
und Shakespeare. Geleitwort, " Jahrbuch, LI (1915), 
vil-xii.
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<ut despite til opposition the T "Mtsohe Chak«*p»are-Gesellscliaft 
survived and indeed be?; an to flourish. Possibly the major factor at 
this critical stage was the devoted support of the Grosshercogln Sophie 
von <?achs»n. Sophie was a Princers of the Hrvsso of Oran-e, who had 
brought with her to Joimar her English tuto-, James Marshall, who was one 
o' the ounders of the society. It was she who pen »uaded ningelstedt, the 
dir«ctr>r of the theatre at Weimar, who had earlier refused to hf> Interested 
in the society, to support the <-aus«.
This explains in pert how the hoo'f o ! the society cawe to be at 
Weimar, ^ut it cannot havr been chance ali>n« which was respona'bi* *o;
Shakespeare becoming; associated with the city oi Goethe, Tor-ether- with 
Lessln-; and fchie^fl, Goethe had been nssp nsible * or the gre»i interest
shown in Shakespeare and for the great esteem in which he was held. Rut 
Goethe's Wilhelro Meiaters Lehrjj_hr_e^ had set the fashion 5"or the 
exaggerated, sentimental idolatry which later surrounded ^hakespeare in 
certain circles. It was, therefore, appropriate that Germany's greatest 
poet and the Englishman whom he idolized should be linked together by their 
Jo^nt association with Weimar. This association n-' Shakespeare with Weimar 
survived all vicissitudes of war and divisions of Germany until the trap;i'-
. Harib'jraische nramaturgie (1767-^).*"*^ -*•-""• •*' ""*• ' "• i""*-" 1 " ••••" •• 1 1 ii 'n^ •*• "i.i-a«i™.. - u -if
5 See A. A. Schle??®! ,
.ki.fc-2.1a-l'!J: ^ '--OS-l
6 1795
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 piit of the society in 1963, which r«silted in two separate Shakespeare 
societies, on® with it» seat at Weimar and the other at Bochun.
^Ince the founding ot the Oeutsche <?hakespeare-Gesellschaft other 
specialised societies devoted to n particular author have been r nnded on 
the sane model, each with its own Jahrbueh. Among the po<--ts who have been 
thus honoured are Goethe, Schiller, Grlllparrer, H-tne and tfoTdarlln. Tae 
^hakespeare-Gesellsehaft itself had an early rival: a society was "o tided 
at T>re*den, but with other ideas. Albert Ludvig tells tis that: "The 
Dreedener Vereln had as its aim the promotion of the rights and interest* 
of the dramatic author and composer, the maintenance and enlargement of a 
worthy, preferably German repertory, the improvement o f play-acting ani 
dramatMrffy, and finally the introduction o^ * universal German theatre-law. 
As the Ausjsburr^r Allgemeinn Zeltun^ wisely remarked (1864, 3«ilage 171) 
the interests o< the two societies we^-e wonderfully complementary, Woimar 
represented the theoretical side, the cult of the drama in Shakespeare's 
sense, while Dresden wanted to convert the ideal into reality."7 in short 
Weimar was to study Shakespeare academically, and  ^os'.^i woui^ try to put 
into practice in the German theatre th« lessons to be learned from 
Shakespeare. In the event there was no mutual co-operation and th<» 
Dresden society was short-lived.
t?, p. 12.
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from the start the Deutsch* ohakespearf-Gessllsrhaft published 
each year a collection of assays, to-reth^r with shorter "o^tributlons, in 
what was known as th* Jahrbivh d«»rl^tgchen ^hak.eappa^e-^p^^ljsrha^, 
btit which later was called simply the ,^a^?j«ax^i%hj-b_'T.ch. The Jajirbuich 
was not 'v-«*lnaTiy intended to b« a p-vp^y scholarly publication; it was 
hoped thnt it wonld also have a wider poplar appeil to those who were 
adreirc-s o* *!hakespeare h'it wore not. thp^-selves specialists. Tndeed to 
this day there la still an appeal In parh jTahrbu.ch^1 nv 111ng cmtributlons 
froJB non-acadf>"lr circles, but we h»ve only to rompare the contents of 
jrrvre rocent v?.i'!-r«3 with those of the Qp.rly years to se« that despite 
all «sf f'o-ts the Jahrbnch haa, with a few worthy exceptions, become a 
specialist publication, ^'en so, we have orly to "n-npari? it with a 
journal like Anglia to see that it has a quite different approach from 
the latter. The arti~!eg in An&lia ?rlve the impression that they are 
intei 5eH to be the last wo**d on a given s'lbj^ct, whereas one feels that 
the STha.h.esjggare-Jahrbrich wortld rather have the   trst word and be a 
platform for discusslnf controversial issues.
We can see, then, that the Jahrbuch did not appeal to all Shakespeare 
critics. There were distinguished scholars who never contributed to It, 
such as Werdar, Gervinus and ."ffreeiln. There were bitter controversies, 
o'ten conducted in the most personal to is, "lever thai ess It is true to 
ssy that the Jahrbivh is fairly representative or German Shakespeare
isn.. At all tinea a very wide range of subjects has been treated 
and a variety of approaches employed. If, however, we compare the 
table* of content* of the early volmes with those of more recent year* 
we cannot help but notice that there have been changes over the course 
of the years. Robert Fricker draws attention to the fact that in the 
early years of the Deutsche 3hakespeare-Gesellschaft there were many 
articles of an all-embracing nature, covering the whole of Shakespeare's 
works, whereas today, when we know so much more about Shakespeare, this
is no longer possible, and articles are More specialised, dealing with
8 
one aspect of, say, the Comedies, the Histories, or the Tragedies,
g The GeaaBtverzeicnnis fttr die Uttnde 1-99 des Shakespeare-Jahrbuchs
divides contributions to the Jahrbuch into twelve main sections:
1) bibliographies.
2) Editions, anthologies and translations.
3) Problems of text, authorship and authenticity.
4) Sources and influences.
5) iographical studies.
6) -hakespeare and the stage.
8 
"Hundert Jahre Sfaakespcare-Jafarbuch," Jahrbu.cn. C (1984), 51.
The ?/hnie of this article is valuable as an introductory survey 
of th« first hundred years of the Shakespeare-Jahrbach.
Heidelberg, 1964.
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7) The contemporary and cultural background.
8) Shakespeare's contemporaries and their works.
9) Critical treatises on Shakespeare's works.
10) Language, versification and structure.
11) History of Shakespeare criticism.
12) History of Deutsche Shahespeare-Geaellschaft.
In addition there are obituaries of leading Shakespearian scholars 
and reviews o most of the important critical works on Shakespeare.
Hie bibliographies given in the Jahrbuoh since the very first 
volume are of great use to any student o Shakespeare , and while there 
may be omissions it must be admitted that the Jahrbuch has, from its 
earliest days, provided the student of Shakespeare with an impressively 
comprehensive bibliography. We need only note here that to this day the 
Germans are very thorough in the preparation of their bibliographies anJ 
that since students at the universities are specially trained in this 
field the tradition seems likely to be continued.
It is of eonrse natural that a foreign Shakespeare society should 
be concerned with the question of translations of Shakespeare's wot-ks. 
In the period under consideration there was no real rival to the 
Tieck-Schlegel translation. Tt is probably not too much to say that 
the Tleck-Schlegel translation is one of the bi^-rest single factors 
in the popularity of Shakespeare amonup the ordinary German people, and
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despite the fact that a number of more modern translations have been made 
that by Tieck and Schlegel is still widely read and used on the stage, 
(tee of the main projects of the Ueutsche Shakespeare-Gesellschaft 
was the publication of a new edition of the works of Shakespeare. Today, 
when there are several good editions available, we tend to forget that a
hundred years ago there was a real need for a scholarly edition. The
10 
story of this venture is described in detail by Albert Ludwig. Originally
there were two plans, one to produce an annotated English edition, and the
other to publish a good, but popular German translation. In the case of
^ 
the English edition there were two ideas: Ulrlci wanted a Variorum
edition while Elze wanted a critical edition. Ulrici's suggestion was the 
one adopted, but it was then impossible to find a publisher. The aim of 
the Qeraan edition was explained by Ulrici at the General Meeting in 
October 1865: "The society has set itself the task, or at least has it 
seriously in mind, of producing a German translation of Shakespeare's 
dramas which will reflect their spirit and style with the greatest possible 
clarity, but at the aaiae time will purge them of everything that causes 
offence upon the stage, especially unessential accessories which are 
incomprehensible to the audience. This stage adaptation will then, we 
hope, reach the people and bring Shakespeare's dramas nearer to the
10 Ludwig, pp.43-4.
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G«-man people than would be possible if they were left completely 
unaltered."11 There was a lou controversy as to whether this translation 
should be a completely new one or whether It should be based on Tieck-
5chlegel. The latter course was finally adopted, but the project was never
12 
completed.
Independently of all this N. Vltus produced his own edition of 
Shakespeare, which was later to be the basis of FurnivaU's Leopold 
edition. There arc many smaller contributions, many of them by Delius, 
In the earlier volumes of the Jahrbuch devoted to textual emendations. 
While this work is now superseded on account of our modern knowledge of 
such matters as Elizabethan handwriting and the peculiarities of the 
individual Elizabethan and Jacobean compositors it is thorough by the 
standards of the day and shows a concern with the t«xt, which is moat 
impressive when wn compare it with what many other critics were doing. 
There were some worthy exceptions to this, notably Alexander Dyce and 
Williara Aldia vVright, bat they were :e~tainly in a minority.
Closely COTvcteJ with this was the problem of the authorship 
of individual plays and parts of plays. On the whole the German critics
Quoted by Ludwig, p.50.
1 2All this is very interesting when we consider the outcry that 
has been caused in Germany, particularly in the ranks of the 
Deutsche >hakespeare-Ge»ellschaft, by Hans Rothe's "adaptations' 
of Shakespeare for the modern stage.
13Elberfeld, 1854 ( and subsequent editions).
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of the second half of the 19th century attributed more to Shakespeare 
than some latfvr critics ware prepared to do. This in tur ; led to tortuous 
atterapts to explain away passages that se«med inconsistent with the genius 
of Shakespeare: Shakespeare, it was felt, could not possibly have written 
anythi-y- that was not excellent, and therefore passages that appeared weak 
must have some subtle explanation that nobody had hitherto understood. 
This was also the period when the Baconian theory was enjoying considerable 
popularity. The ^eutsehe Shakespeare-Gesellschaft firmly refused to 
countenance much extravagant ideas. F.A. Leo in particular stated the 
orthodox position authoritatively in this matter.
Otho- articles were devoted to th® sources and in 1 lenoss of the plays, 
and henea too to tho problem of dating thois. This was all part of the 
historical approach to Shakespeare and many of tha findings are still 
valid today. There was also cotsiierabla research done on "Shakespeare's 
historical and cult'i-al back^rou-ri. 3ut most of these contributions occur 
in th© latter part of the jK>-i.rv» «nd«r consideration; In the earlier 
volumes the historical approach took the form mainly of biographical 
studies and of a voriiiidU>ration of Shakespeare's "ont«r..poraries *nZ lijeir 
wo-hs. Thus we se.- that the historical critics began by studying matter 
external to the plays and only later did they turn their attentio to
ee "Tfie r,aco-Gesellschaft. Nebst eiaigen Exkursen Uber die 
3aco~Jiiak&speare-Affffre, M Jahrbueh. XX (1885), 190-227, and ""^och 
einma] die Haco-Frage. Eln Rflchsr-Seferat,** JjjLhjrbuqh, XXIV 
(1880), 113-121.
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the plays thima^vps. This biographical approach to Shakespeare is now 
Eenwally discredited in '>-wp-iy. <?*noe the activities of A.L. flows* have 
aroused no rr>nro interest In Germany than they have elsewhere.
When we look at the Mat r> article* devoted to Shakespeare and the 
stag* It is isr*ediately apparent that the Germans were more concerned with 
productions on thei- own stages than on performances in Elizabethan tines. 
"Biis was certainly due to » <jreat extent to the avowed aims of the 'teutsche 
!%ak««p*ar«-Crea«11.8ehaAt , but it also reflect* the frequency with which 
Shakespeare was perfornad on the Gernan sta:-o. It would be difflc-.-u to 
naintain thttt there was anything like an Elizabethan renaissance on the 
19th century German stage, bMt mention wuat be made of the Vteiningen 
p>?.ay«rs. 'O'.'h© Geo'-^e 11 of ''-'nx«-Y»inin^«n, the pro<J:jce3-, achiaved a 
rewar^ahlt* unity of performance thron^h dramaturgic textual criticise, 
historical accuracy tn th« tattings, r: ic? enaamble work. 15 The duke 
decided! thi -Inrt^st I'ta'.la ,v" jnnery, pr^ip? ties, and costumes, and 
t»^ »usio aid 90 !<id-ef racts also had to be? in keeping with the general 
atmosphere of th-^ piny. THit the really significant feature of tho 19th 
century GQ -aaa stage is that perfo^nianoes of •Shakespea^-'e.ovsn o" "ii« 
lesser known playe, were frequent, not only ia the big cultural centres 
but also in thot saall«r towns. It is now generally accepted that
75This last attracted particular attention when the company 
performed Julius Caea.ar at the sruvy Lane Theatre in 1881.
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performances of Shakespeare in modern Germany are n;or<=> numerous than they 
are In England: i' «ff«HS from the statistics <?ivon in the *»*rly volumes 
oT the J.ahr bu rji_t h ?. t this Is no new phennsianon.
By far the largest p-oportlon of entries in the S
ia concerned with the critical appreciation of. the works themselves. It la 
interesting to note which works received the moat attention. There were, 
as we have al-f.-i' y remarked, a considerable number of articles that took in 
the whole ot "hakespeara ' s works. There were also a few that dealt with 
a particular group, and here w« may note that the Histories attracted 
particular attention. There were also several articles on the poems, 
and the sonnets especially proved to be a considerable source of interest. 
Of the i'lllvid'ial plays, Han^l receives far more attention than any other 
play - 70 articles, while Th*> Merchant o' Venice, the T»xt most discussed 
play, has only 21. This is not really surprising, but the size oi 
rajiflejrja lead may be 1u'- in part to Goethe's advocacy of the play. Of the
other plays some have not been discussed in a major article between 1915
I* 
and 1963. To thia s--oup belong Corioian'AS, Henry V. .1 AC John,
/^ Lab our 'a Lojat. MJgh_ A4.P. Ab ''J' * .'''P.^ fh> •'*>* > Pgrlcles. Ti -. ..c :\ q i .Athens . 
and Twelfth ;*i;:ht .. On the other han, Richard 11 was not jjiven a nsajor 
article until Vol.LlII.
1 There is only one article in the whole Jahrb.uc.h- devoted 
specifically to this play.
An inter  tin;; and useful feature of the early volumes of the Jahrbuch 
im the Hats of university lecture* devoted to Shakespeare. we find that 
the Majority of lectures wore concerned with particular plays: a survey 
of modern lecture lists will show that today many professors prefer to 
lecture three or four times a week simply on "Shakespeare". The individual 
plays and particular aspects of Shakespeare are now usually discussod in 
seminars. Although the space given up to studies of Shakespeare's language, 
versification and structure is snail by modern standards some interesting 
work was done in this field. The work of W. Hertcberg17 still receives
acknowledgment today. This is the place also to mention Alexander Scheldt's
13 Shakaapeare-Lexikon and the work of W. Franz on Shakespeare's spelling,
pronunciation and word formation, his principled work being the
18 
3faakespearje--(jraypatik. : ut most of the work done was of a general
nature. One of the leading contributors to tha Jah.r buca in this field 
was N. t«lius, who wrote on the epic elements in Shakespeare's dramas,
17 
'^etrisches, Grammatischea, Ch^onologischea zu 3hakaspear«a Dramen,"
Jahrbuch, XIII (1878), 248-66 
I88«rlln, 1S74-S. 
19Ha11e, TS98-t.o-30.
nf\
Delius was a most p-olific writer for the Jahrt-jch: he wrote 
something at least for every one of the first, twenty-two volumes.
21 *^ie epischen Element© in 'hakespeares Draraen," Jahrbuch. XII
(1877), 1-28.
the prose, the interpolations a ul ornamentals, ?3 and the monologue*. 
The !>autsche Shakespeare-Gesellschaft was l-itorestod not only In
earlier ^"halcospeare criticism In Germany but also In the way h« had been 
received in many other countries. They were also eoiopyaed with the 
relevance of Shakespeare to the contemporary situation in Germany, ^otne 
most extraordinary statements were made, as we shall see later, and most 
of the articles under this heacU ;~ are more valuable 'o what they tell 
ue about G^rnar critical ideas and methods at this tine than for any 
light they throw on Shakespeare.
opiacben Blomonte in Shateospoa-r<Mg — Oraroen," Jahrb'jeh, XII 
(1877). 1 29.
22"l,ie Prosa in hakespeares Uramen," Jahrbuch, V(1870), 227-73.
"Einlagen nnd ^utaten in ^hakespeares .raRen," Jahrb^'.ch. XXI 
, 13-42.
g in «»haVf>?p-,-.'r#»3 Teamen," J.i:i.-^'joh, XVT (1381), 
1-21.
2: POLITICAL INTERPRETATIONS 
OF THE PLAYS.
2i Political Interpretations of Shakespeare's Play*.
It wa>, perhaps, natural that the German critic* of this period 
should be particularly interested in the political aspect of «hakespeare's 
plays. When the Germany of Bismarck is compared with the England of 
Elisabeth it can be seen that there are certain marked similarities. 
For both countries these were periods in which the new consciousness of 
national Identity reached fruition. Elisabethan England saw itself as 
the champion of Protestantism against Catholic Spain and felt its attitude 
to be endorsed by the defeat of the Spanish Armada. Germany felt for 
the first time that its very name meant something: A German nation was 
being forged out of a multitude of German states. This new Germany was 
a bulwark with England against France. Prussia had played an Important 
part in the overthrow of Napoleon, and Protestant England was, at least 
at the beginning, fairly sympathetic towards Lutheran Prussia in the 
Franco-Prussian War. It is little wonder, then, that Shakespeare was 
seen as the embodiment of the political aspirations of both nations.
It was even claimed that Shakespeare was himself a political writer. 
The richest field for political Interpretations is provided by the
 lee Albert Ludwig, "Me Deutsche Shakespeare~Gesellschaft. Eia 
lUckblick anllsslich ifares SOjffhrigen Bestebens," Jahrbuch, XLIX 
(1913), 20
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Histories, in German tCBnigsdramen". 2 The Germans were quick to see that 
these plays must be seen and Judged as an integral cycle. 3 Wilhelm KBnlg 
even claimed that King John and Henry VIII should also be considered as 
belonging to this cycle. 4 His reasons for this claim are significant. 
He admi^ts that King John in isolation is dramatically unsatisfactory 
but goes on to say that it Is highly suitable as an overtup to & history 
cycle because John's reign saw the laying of the foundation of the 
English constitution and the fusing together of the previously divided 
peoples who made up the Inhabitants of England. The history plays are 
all concerned with the struggles with France, with the Pope, and with 
the lords of the Church and the realm. In King John these struggles 
lead nowhere, but if they are followed through the succeeding plays
2 
'WilhelB; OechelhSfuser draws special attention to the German tern
in his "Essay Wr Richard III," Jahrbuch. Ill (18«8 32
3.
The Histories were first produced as a cycle by Dlngelstedt at 
Weimar in 1864. He did not include King John and Henry VIII and 
made a number of adaptations to the remaining plays, which 
included the condensing of the throe parts of Henry VI into a 
single play.
4 JiShakespeares KBnigsdramen, ihr Zusammenhang und ihr Wert fttr
die Btfhne," Jahrbucfa. XII (1877), 241-4.
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their seeding inconcluaiveneaa ia aeen to develop/ Into something 
more organic and orderly*
KBnlg accept* that "Pie TroublesomC.Ratgne of King John, if not 
actually written by Shakespeare, at least influenced him; and quotes 
the lines:
But if my dying heart deceive me not, 
From out these loynes shall spring a kingly brauneh 
Whose armea shall reach unto the gates of Rome, 
And with his feete treades down the strumpets pride 
That sits upon the c ha ire of Babylon.
lie sees this as referring to Henry VIII, and argues that Shakespeare's 
VIII. despite its admitted weaknesses - the placing together of
disconnected events and their unrelated consequences, has many parallels 
with King John, in which similar happenings are portrayed, the difference 
being that in Henry VIII the various conflicts are resolved in the kingly 
authority.
The similarity between this situation and the German position when 
KBnig was writing is very rearked. The validity of Elizabeth's claim to 
the throne, and indirectly that also of Janes I, was assured only if it 
could be proved conclusively that Henry VIII had acted rightly. In the 
same way the German intellectuals needed to be convinced that Bismarck 
was acting rightly.
' KBnig, p. 241 
*'K8nig, pp. 243-4.
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KBnlg seas the ten Histories as themselves part* of a five-act 
drama.7 Thla drama begins with an inaotive weakling - Riehard II - and 
end* with a tyrant possessed of uncontrolled energy - Richard III. 
Between, at the climax of the drama, stands Henry V, the Ideal ruler, 
and between him and the two Richards come the long reigns of Henry IV 
and Henry VI, rulers with contrasting strengths and weaknesses. Henry IV 
had a keen political mind, was cunning and full of intrigue, and aeted 
vigorously, whereas Henry VI was a weakling, Inadequate to the situation 
in which he found himself, but open and guileless, of a gentle nature aid 
a noble disposition. In the same way King John and Henry VIII are 
contrasted. Both are egoistic tyrant* without any remarkable noble 
characteristics, but the one is weak and inconsequent, the other 
conciliatory, the one a suitable opening to this procession of rulers, 
the other closing it with an encouraging outlook on the future.
It is always interesting to note where Shakespeare deviates from
his sources, and KHnig charges him with being biassed In his presentation
g 
of the facts. Despite Richard II's usurpation of the throne the
7< Cf. Eugen Kilian, "Die Konigsdramen auf der Karlsuher Btthne.
Sftt besonderer Bertlcksiehti^un^ d«r Einrichtungen von Heinrich V. 
und Heinrich VI.." Jahrbuoh. XXVIII (1893), 111-3
8 KBnlg pp 244-5. 
**K8nig p. 248.
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Struggle for the succession is not really stressed until Hjanry VI
frO
Part 3. KBnig nrgu.ee that Shakespeare is not really concerned with the 
legitimacy or otherwise of the various claims. He cites as evidence 
Shakespeare's taking over from the chronicles of Bolingbroke's declara- 
tion that he stand* next in succession to Richard II. although this is 
untrue. Perhaps this is done to show Bolingbroke in a better light than 
if there were other claimants. But Shakespeare's Inconsistency is shown 
in the following play, where Bolingbroke, knowing that Mortimer is the 
true claimant, has him ir, prisoned.
This argument shows how far K0nlg went in his belief that the
a 
Histories not oily naturally formed cycle but ought to be consistent
as such down to the smallest detail. Hie himself supplies a more plaus- 
ible reason for this inconsistency when he draws attention to the fact 
that immediately after Richard's abdication Au/nerle and his friends 
start plotting the overthrow of Bolingbroke, and suggests that the 
conspiracy would be more clearly justified if the true claimant were 
named and thus a definite aim indicated. But, says KBnig, Shakespeare's 
aim was evidently to contrast Richard and Bolingbroke in similar 
situations.
l0'Konig. pp. 248-9
11. „
Konig, pp 249-50
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This seems vsry likely. If Schiller could distort history for 
purely dramatic reasons, why should not fhakespeare have done likewise? 
KHnig says later in the sane article that a History has to be related 
to the facts, and is therefore not subject to the rules governing other 
types of play,12 but it ought to be asked Just how far this is true and 
what kind of a relationship KtJnig had in mind. At tines he seems to be 
arguing that the plays must be considered from the dramatic point of view, 
that Shakespeare altered historical facts to suit poetic justice; at 
others he seems to be COT plaining that the plays are not strictly accu- 
rate in every historical detail. Really h* has found the answer to his 
own objection.
Richard Til has attracted more attention so far as political 
Interpretation is concerned than any other play in the cycle. On the 
other hand it is interesting to note that in the period under considera- 
tion there are no articles on Richard II. One is tempted to ask whether 
the critics were more interested in villainy than in weakness or mere 
incompetence, or whether there was some other explanation for thi«s 
neglect »f aicfcard II.
12.
KBnig, pp. 252-3
1 3 See the li«t of articles in the qeeaMBtyergeichnis fttr, die fifnde
1-90 de» Shakesoeare-Jahrbuehs (Heidelberg, 19*4).
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Wllheln Oechc-liiaueei 'a essay on jy^L^L-LJLLL1 "* is on a bij;;-jr scale 
than any other. It is intended partly as a counter-blast to Rflmelin, 
who had attacked the Histories. 1 '' OechelhBuaer makes the point that 
Shakespeare never intended to write plays with a political purpose, and 
that tho significance of the tfars of the Roses so far a« the development 
of the English citizen was concerned could not be clearly understood at 
a tine when the consequential new elements in political life were still 
evolvhg. Shakespeare is concerned with the destinies of princes and 
people and their interplay. For him the principles of humanity and 
piety '.-owe1 before thr;t of lecitiwacy. The viewpoint of the History-eycle 
is that of the oternal rule of Justice. Richmond's final speech 
celebrates not the victory of the prlnciplo of lartttiinacy but the 
restoration of peace and Justice.
OechelhKuaar argues that Shakespeare shows the common man as the 
real sufferer in the Wars of the Roses, although, since the ordinary 
people played very little part in public life in the 15th century, they 
do not appear to any great extent in the plays. Thes<» can deal only 
with the king and the barons. Shakespeare himself pleads the people's 
cause in that he judges usurper and rightful king alike by their
14"Essay fiber Richard III." Jahrbuch. HI (1368). 27-149
• e>* GuBtav fttfnelin, >hajces-peare8tudi»n (Stuttgart, 18««) pp. 07-107, 
16 '0echelh»user, p. 32
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fulfilBent or otherwise of their duties towards the people and nakes 
this the criterion of their worthiness or unworthlness, their right 
or lack of it to the office of ruler.17
Rumelinl8and VIsober19 had maintained that Shakespeare's Histories 
were "anti-people*} and at first it seems rather strange that this 
question should ever have arisen. But the fact should not be overlooked 
that German writers* including Leasing, Goethe, and Schiller, had been 
particularly concerned with "ordinary" people, and that Schiller's 
Kabale und Liebe was not the only "btlrgerllches Trauerspiel",
This moral and social approach to political matters is found also 
in Karl Else* who tells us that the outstanding gesture of Shakespeare's 
attitude towards the State in his objectivity. Shakespeare certainly 
saw thai th« 3tate is an indispensable and Irreplaceable means for 
guiding human society and human individuals along the road of knowledge 
and morality ( and that any form of State, if rightly used, can further 
this end, just as any form of State can degenerate into something 
diametrically opposed to it. Size maintains that theoretically
17 *0echelha*user, pp. 33-4.
18 *Rumelin, pp. 98-100.
19 *F. T. Vischer, Kritische Gttnge. Neue Folge, Heft 2 (Stuttgart, 
1881), p.42.
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Shake*pear* was not biassed towards either monarchy or republicanism, 
and that all he demanded was that law, order, truth, faithfulness, 
justice and mercy should prevail; for these were for hi* the corner­ 
stones of both Church and State and were the foundations of any moral 
society. 20
Developing this theme further, Else argues that Shakespeare was 
also concerned with the proper maintenance of social classes and 
Stations, and suggests that this is hardly surprising when we remember 
that Shakespeare's society had only just emerged from feudalism and 
that it was based upon public opinion rather than on the monarchy. He 
cites Ulysses' famous speech in Troilas and Cressida in support of this, 
afld goes on to claim that although Shakespeare accepted what already 
existed very largely because it existed, he was prepared to accept a 
republic as well as a monarchy.21 He could also at times condemn social 
prejudices, as in the King's rebuke to Bertram in All's Well that Ends 
Wall. Blue concludes this section of his argument by remarking that 
Shakespeare had no use for constitutions that were not based on the 
foundations of a properly ordered state and life. 22
nn
Shakespeares Charakter, seine Welt- und Lebensanschauung," 
Jahrbuch. X (1875), 116-7
2l *nere Elee cites Menenius and the fable of the belly and the 
limbs. (Coriolanus, I, i).
22 °Elze, pp. 117-8.
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Thus it is only those characters who are lacking in some way these
I. \
essential Moral qualities that are of dramatic interest, and Oechelhtfuser 
suggests that this is why Shakespeare did not devote a whole drana to the
reign of Edward IV: 23 it. was too peaceful and uneventful. He is content\
to stress only the self-indulgence and immorality of this reign, the 
consequences of the horror of the Wars of the Roses - the "royal lust"
f
of Edward IV forming a natural transition between the weakness of\',\
Henry VI and the extreme tyranny of Richard III. Richard Si character 
grows out of the battles, sins and treacheries of the Wars of the Roses, 
and in his reign the country's sufferings reach their climax, to be 
followed by the dawn of a better future. 24
I
OeehelhCuser admit* that all this does not necessarily mean that 
Shakespeare worked consciously to Such an abstract plan, but suggests 
that in such a natter poetic intuition can lead along the same path 
as philosophical reflection. 25 Qechelhttuser*s own philosophical 
reflections are not surprising when one considers that he was writing 
at a time when Germany was torn asunder by civil war and when the pros- 
ptct of unification gave promise of a rosier future. Indeed A.F.C. Vilmar,
23
 Rflmelin had complained of this - Shakespearestudi en. p. 105.
24 '0echelh*user, "Richard III" pp. 50-1.
25
*0echelhfiuser, p* 51,
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writing in 1879, expresses surprise that the events of the past fifteen
years in Germany have failed to inspire any historical drama as a
26 consequence.
Tha moral approach to politics is taken still further by Julius
Cserwinfca in an article concerned with the devoutness of the kings
27 in Shakespeare's Histories. This right appear to be concerned more
with religion than with politics, a subject that belongs to another 
chapter, and it is worth noting at this point that Cserwlnka is particu­ 
larly interested in the Divine Right of Kings and in the significance 
Of the fact that the Kin? is the Lord's anointed. However, a closer 
examination will show that a consideration of this article should 
really be Included at this point since it is not really a religious 
Interpretation at all, but a political one confusing Christianity with 
secular morality narked by political success or failure.
It is interesting to see how Cserwinka judges each King's success 
by the degree to which he measured up to certain moral canons of
26 'Geachlchte der deutschen Katlonal-Literatur. 19th ed. (Leipzig,
1879), p. 483. Quoted by Hermann MOller in TJrundlegung und 
Entwlcklung des Charakters Richards III. bei Shakespeare," 
Jahrbucfa. XXVI (1891). 158. MHller discusses this absence of 
German Histories at some length, (pp. 157-9).
^KOniHgsfrcsamigkelt in Shakespeares Historien," Jahrbuch. XXXIII 
(1897), 57-84.
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kingship. Chief among these is the idea of true justice. Caerwinka 
sees throughout Shakespeare's works a veneration of divine justice, 
which is swift to punish men's wrong-doings. Thus, in Measure for 
Measure, after Isabella's prayer to the angels to reveal Angelo's 
wickedness, the latter is immediately caught in his own trap; Hamlet 
prays for assistance to God's messengers and angels, and this is 
granted him. It is heaven that sets in motion the machinery that leads 
to the downfall of Macbeth; and Shylock receives a justice quite
OQ
different from that which he had expected.
This eternal judge, argues Cserwinka, reigns over the destinies 
of the characters in all Shakespeare's tragedies, rewarding the innocent* 
comforting the suffering and tormenting the guilty. This is true of 
all classes from the highest to the lowest, but it is particularly clearly 
shown in the ease of the kings as they are shown in the Histories. 
Shakespeare shows the varied development of the knowledge of God in 
these, his anointed representatives. From this knowledge springs true 
morality, true piety. In a king all virtues are united in the highest - 
justice. Shakespeare points to examples from among the great figures 
of the past, to tne curse of injustice and of neglect of duty: factions 
walk the open country and soak the crops with blood, civil wars fill the
28.
Cserwinka, p. 58.
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streets a« in ^r««ghel's pictures of hell, assassins slink through 
the oalaco, the kingdom becomes an uncultivated field of nettles, and 
In the tyrant's bosom ^sn be found only thorns. But he eloquently 
commends Justice on the throne, which pours blessings on th« land and
the peenl*?. 29
3Cserwinha then e*a«nines e»oh of Shakespeare's kings individually, 
In Richard II thnre is shown a legitimate successor to the throne, 
History tells 'i* of his imprrudonne, the Illegality of his laws aid 
demands; arbitrariness and self -indulgence combined with a highly 
developed artistic taste are the wain ohai-^etoriBtics of this king, 
Shakespeare shows us Richard's hypocrisy in the early part of the play. 
Only when he is in the Tower rtoos he truly understand the duties of a 
king and the meaning of the word justice. Then he is blinded by 
penitential tears. Shakespeare narks this change of heart by his great 
use of biblical imagery.  ** 
Henry IV, on the other hand, knows that his soul is answerable to 
God and believes in the power of intercessory prayer and in the victory
OQ
* Cserwinka, pp. 58-9. As an example of this, Cserwinka quotas 
from Cranmer's prophecy concerning Elisabeth at the end of 
Henry VIII.
John and Henry VIII are omitted from his consideration. 
31 * Cserwinka, pp. 59-03.
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of right. But the aspiration after the crrrvn fills hi.r. Irresistibly 
with that passion which ie went rrono'-'-ced in Richard III; All other 
fettling* and considerations are repressed by this one, which lend* hiB 
the will to cownit a terrible sacrilege to gain the throne; it gives 
bin the insolence to ascend the throne "in the name of God". Henry 
 ees the civil dissensions as the consequence of his crime a :j believes 
himself to be punished in having Prince Hal as his son. His tears are 
no secret in the land. To the toraents of h's oonscionce rre added 
distrust and fear; he fearn that the crown that he has stolen may be 
Stolen in turn from hi* by hie son, ir Those irlnd he leiagines a thousand 
daggers are hidden. His preat Ruction is to r-pk? a pilgrimage to 
Jerusalem, for this was a war-like are which found jret.t glory in the 
Crusades. Medieval Christendom found in the undertaking of a Crusade 
an infinitaiy deserving task well suited to oarn forgiveness for 
serious crimes, and thus Henry IV seeks peace of mind and soul, if 
necessary, by death in the Holy Land. At his death he asks God's 
forgiveness for the way in which he won the crown.^2
Henry V was England's national hero and darling. When he bocoaes 
ding we witness an abrupt change from the wildness of his youth. 
Genuine «ajedty and engaging simplicity adorn the crown, and the
32*Cserwinka, pp. 64-8.
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laurel* of Agincwvt the helm of "the relr-or o? ,3lT Christian kings". 
He is the first English monarch to try omatantly to live up to his 
title "D«i firatia" throttjb his spotless behaviour and pious morality. 
Shakespeare glosses ovar Henry's rell;;1o'jB fanaticism in tide? to make 
him a more sympathetic character: he was in fact a bitter persecutor 
of the Lollards. The poet has shielded the shining picture of his hero- 
king from this shadow and depicted only a nol~?e prir.c-, full of piety and 
trust in God, wise and corageous bef'-rr oen J*:t humble before God. 
The wildness of his youth is seen Fpreiy as a joke, fhakespeare causes 
the Prince himself to say that despite everything he is fully conscious 
of his high calling. On the tb~c«i« he is adorned with Justice and piety. 
When he wr.s Prince he was no awMtioas "olintjbroke, 2 v? s.s king he is 
no unjust and irresponsible Richard; front the fate of his predecessors 
he has lea--nt the wisdom and importance of justico in -sarthly kings. 
H« realises ttiat all kin^s are subservient to Ood and takes an active 
part in Church life. He is most careful to discover whether his claim 
to France is just, and when he finds it is he pursues his goal relent- 
Icwsly. The cares of this world never oa-is^ him to forget God. God's 
nave occurs frequently In the play, and a climax is reached in the 
famous speech before Agincourt. Afterwards he reraembors to give thanks 
to God for the victory. His life is the embodiment of Justice. In him 
is seen the fulfilment of the highest religious demand: devotion to
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God together with a perfectly moral life. 33
In Henry VI we have a model of a highly religious king. Cserwinka 
draws many parallels between his words and passages in the Bible. And 
yet the fate of this pious nan is a tragic one: tragic through his own 
fault. In bin a peaceable disposition is not a virtue but a weakness. 
Perseverance in weakness is injustice in Cserwinka*s sense of the tern. 
Be goes on to explain this by examples. Henry's sin is neglect: he 
neglects to use the will-power which exists in everyone; he neglects the 
true cultivation of his character. One cannot face the real world with 
pious words alone; one cannot be truly pious or Just unless one realises 
that only when prayer is combined with untiring fulfilment of duty can 
it receive a happy answer. But persistent endeavour demands miraculous 
powers, success, and daily blessings. A person who does not use 
common-sense and energy to determine his own life creatively is a 
human failure and sinks in self-incurred misery: such is the fate 
of the saintly Henry. He faces a test which challenges his abilities, 
a means to rouse his energies to the strengthening of his inner life. 
But it is all in vain. His hand remains the weak hand of a child. 
Instead of acting with determination and keeping to his place, where the 
role of world leader has placed him, or on the other hand abdicating a
33 •Cserwinka, pp. 68-72
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position that he perceives has been acquired wickedly, he allows the 
faint-hearted Lancaster to be pushed around without resistance on the 
throne on whose account he first became involved in nurder. In the 
midst of the horror of war he does nothing - a pawn in the hands of 
everyone. It is for this reason that he suffers, is nocked by his 
enemies, abandoned by his friends, hunted and despised by all. His 
downfall is compared by Cserwinka to that of Clavigo. 34
Of what Shakespeare shows us of Edward IV Cserwinka remarks only 
that he believed in luck and fortune rather than God, that he spent 
too much time on women to have time for God and that he remembered 
God only in his last hour. 35
Richard III is interpreted as the story of a man who wanted to cheat 
Gckd. Richard sees the world and its glory from a high mountain and does 
not resist Satan. He uses hypocrisy and hypercritical styles of speech 
to further his ends. He uses the language of a priest to deceive those 
around him and that of a hangman when he is alone. He shines conspicu­ 
ously and exaggeratedly in his soliloquies with his mockery of all huaan 
and divine laws, so that we tend not to perceive the natural utterance 
of a coarse nature in this hangman's speech, but rather the unusual mode 
of expression of a criminal who tries to stifle all his doubts by mad
34 *O»erwinka, pp. 72-6 
^•Cserwinka, p. 77.
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joke* and to hypnotise himself into a state of complete irresponsib­ 
ility. He is also a highly superstitious character. 39
In a short apace Shakespeare contrives at the end of Richard III 
to show us Henry VII as a shining example of a truly pious prince. 
The nobly religious nature of the saintly Henry VI re-appears In him, 
but it Is combined with an active will and joyful heart. With the 
victorious sword of Justice in his hand and deep piety in his breast 
Richmond holds the field, and his opponent's crown adorns his brow. He 
is thus a true example of one who prays and acts. Shakespeare shows us 
Henry VII as one in whom grace is seen to be most clearly active.3?
Cserwinka concludes that in the Histories Shakespeare shows how a 
God worthy of honour repays love with love and requites "measure for 
measure". He believes that the poet's intention is to show, by means 
of these portraits of kings of varying piety, the nature of true
Christianity, to wit the fulfilment of duty, the love of one's fellow
38 
men, and trust in God.
The real Interest in this interpretation is its attempt to see the 
History-cycle as a whole and to find a thene which links the plays
36 »Cserwinka, pp. 77-82. 
^•Cserwinka, pp. 82-3.
38 Cserwinka, p. 83.
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together. But the concept Cserwinka ban of Christianity is surely very 
incomplete, and despite hi* title he really describes the kings in 
political terns: the degree of their success is related to their 
behaviour according to a moral code which is, in the end, very largely 
secular. Only a king who is prepared to obey the natural laws of 
justice and honour can hope to win the coaplete allegiance of his 
subjects. An unscrupulous tyrant or an inefficient saint will inspire 
a spirit of rebellion, and aost of the evils depicted in Shakespeare's 
Histories are the result* direct or indirect, of such rebellions.
Tschischwltz was another critic who was interested in the moral and
39 
religious significanceof kingship. He thought that Richard II.
Henry IV. and Henry V represented Shakespeare's maturest thoughts on
I
Church and State. Hie drew the conclusion that lhakespeare saw the 
relationship between King and people not as a legal but a aoral one. 
Kingship is a moral and therefore, in its eternal significance, a 
religious idea. The relationship between nobility and people is 
grounded on reverence; the breach of this reverence is revolution, as 
punishable when it is breached by the nobility (as in Richard II) as 
when it is caused by the people. This book was favourably reviewed by
to
 Shakespeares Staat und KSnigtun, Nachgewiesen an der Lancaster-
Tetraleeie (Halle. 18«g).
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Friedrieh Bodenatedt In the Shakespcare-Jabrbuch. 40
Shakespeare's Histories are, as Oechelhtfuser emphasizes, plays about 
kings, and the German critics are themselves particularly interested in 
the nature of kingship and the qualities required of a leader. Of 
political questions in the modern sense there is very little la 
Shakespeare; England had only Just emerged from the Middle Ages, and 
although a new "middle class" was in the process of formation it did 
not yet have decisive political significance. In the same way 19th 
oentury German states passed straight from a quasi-feudal syateir to the 
united Germany of Disaarck. In England there was a gap of some three 
centuries between the end of the feudal system and the beginning of the 
industrial revolution; in Germany there was, to all Intents and purposes, 
none. 41 Hence the German critics of the latter half of the 19th century 
were particularly interested in Shakespeare's treatment of the Middle 
Ages. 3o far as they were concerned, it formed a very close parallel to 
their own recent history.
But it is not in the Histories alone that the German critics find 
political significance. Ifecbeth, Hamlet and Lear are all seen as being,
40 ' U (1867), 388
41
*See Half Dahrendorf, "The New Germanics," Encounter (April 1964),
50, and W.O. Henderson in E.J. Passant, A Short History of 
Germany 1815-19-85 (Cambridge, 1959), pp. 83-4.
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other things, political character*. 42 Tf. A. Wernar argues that it 
is a mistake to imagine that Hamlet determines and conditions his own 
world and surroundings. He way Influence his age, but the age, with all 
its sympathies and aversions, virtues and vices, hopes and anxieties, 
influences him and leads hir- astray.
Wernsr sees a double catastrophe in Hamlet; both State and Society 
are falling apart. The one is epitomized by Claudius's administration, 
in which Hamlet is the vlctirv, the other by Polonius's family, where it 
is Ophelia who suffers.*4 For Werner the family is a microcosm of the 
nation; the same weaknesses are exhibited at two different levels. 
Claudius could not rule successfully if the whole state were not morally 
corrupt. In Polonius's family morality exists only for the sake of 
appearances. All Claudius's supporters ank what the world will think 
of them, how will their actions be judged. Respectability is the ideal 
of this society, rather than wisdom or power. Every word and action is 
governed by considerations of rank, name and honour, rather than fear of
42 •»* It is interesting to note how infrequent are the referngces to
Othello as compared with the other great tragedies.
43 «"0ber das Ounkel in der Hamlet-TragBdie," Jahrbuch. V (187Q),
40-1*
44. Werner, pa 46,
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God.«
The concept of morality is never really absent in Werner'a essay. 
It is understandable why the critics of this time should be so concerned 
with Morality when one considers that orthodox religious beliefs were 
already being called in question and even rejected entirely by many 
intellectuals. It was essential that the Christian basis of the accept­ 
ed code of behaviour should be replaced by a humanist, secular morality.
But Werner is not content with this. He goes on to argue that 
Claudius is most unkingly in bis behaviour. He cannot even rule 
properly. He commands neither the love nor the fear of his subjects. 
He is "common" and "low" in his behaviour with his courtiers. 46 He 
is a king with a most unstable nature. He won the crown by cowardly, 
cunning methods, and this is the only way he can keep it. With Claudius 
on the throne the whole structure of State and Society is poisoned.
Hamlet himself, says Werner, has a deep sense of justice, honour
48 *Werner, pp. 46-7
This must have struck 10th century Germans as particularly 
reprehensible.
47*Werner, pp. 52-3
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and truth. 48 He is a Uoro living in a world of pygmies. 49 He is, in 
part at least, mythical, and ft'erna- concludes his essay by describing 
the play as a sinister nocturne into which Shakespeare poured everything 
that was dark la his soul. Hence come the sombre colours of the play* 
the northern sky, the lonely sea, the sluggish brook fringed with 
willows, and toe sandy grave. Hence, too, cone the ghost, and Hamlet's 
madness, both real and feigned. Over the murky waste of the stagnant 
state lies hyperborean night and all its dank horrors. Only on the 
other side of the grave can the glimmer of a new dawn be seen.
Werner also associates Lear with these ideas, but the modern 
reader night well be forgiven if he imagined this to be a description, 
not of King Lear or H»Rj>/t. but of some ifegnerian opera. Werner compares 
Hamlet to Faust, J " but on£y cannot help feeling that Siegfried might' 
have been a better parallel.
This idea of Hamlet as some kind of nordic folk-hero is surely the 
basis too of Karl Werder's interpretation of the play. 52 Although
49 'Werner, pp. 63-5. 
49 'Werner, p. 69. 
50*Werner, p. 81. 
51 •Werner, p.38.
«M
*Vorlesungen flber Shakesoeares Hamlet, gi *>n der Universitft 
zu Berlin (Barlin, 1875).
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Werder did not actually contribute to the Shakes peare-%7abrbuch be 
cannot be left out of consideration here since be obviously created a 
great impact among bis contemporaries.93 Werder had such an idealised 
concept of Hamlet tbat he could not refrain from attacking most 
virulently any critic who dared to find a weakness in Hamlet's character. 
Robert PrBlss suggests that while Werder attacks those who point out the 
weaknesses in Hamlet's character, he would himself attack Hamlet if the 
latter did not embody his own ideas about theoaophy. 54 Basically 
Werder'* approach seems to have been psychological rather than political. 
He is concerned almost entirely with Shakespeare's characterisation 
rather than with the ideas that lie behind the tragedies* He does not 
consider Hamlet's position as a political character, the potential King 
of Denmark.
PrBlss himself does see some political significance in the play. 
H« disagrees with Werder - and also with Werner - and denies that the 
entire casjj is corrupt. He argues that because Claudius tries to hide 
his crime and uses cunning stealth instead of open force he must fear 
the Judgment of the world, which cannot therefore be as evil as Werder 
tries to make out. Claudius hates Hamlet more than he fears him but
53,There are several reviews of his writings ia the Jahrbuch.
54 * ftWerders Hamlet-Vorlesungen," Jahrbuch. XIV (1879), 117
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he does fear the people's love for Hamlet." Hamlet, who is dependent 
on his claim to the throne and on the love of the people ia powerless. 
He needs some Justification of hia act, although nobody would dare to 
challenge him; indeed nobody does so when he finally stabs Claudius.
Some critics are convinced that, aometimes at least, Shakespeare 
wrote with a political purpose. Ia an article on Henry VIII Else 
attempts to discover when the play was written and on what occasion 
it was first performed. 57 He notes that Henry is not an important 
historical character in the play, although Shakespeare could easily 
have made him so, and that there la in fact no one central figure. He
argues that this was not due to the obstinacy of the subject of the
58 incapacity of Shakeapeare, and that hence it was intentional.
Henry is dealt with very leniently in the play; he is in the hands 
of Wolsey. Shakespeare tries to show that Henry had hia good points k 
and Elze argues that the fact that Buckingham, Wolsey and {Catherine 
all pray for Henry ia evidence of this. Elze further points out that 
Henry did not pardon Buckingham because of the latter's prediction that
55 *Pr81ss, pp. 123-4.
56 'PrBlS8, pp. 124-5
57»"Zu Heinrich VIII," Jahrbuch. IX (1874), 55-8?
58 'Else, p. 85.
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he would die childless and that he, Buckingham, would become king. It 
is Wolsey who is to bias* for Buckingham's fate, and Else oites other 
examples of his duplicity and his evil influence on the King. Henry 
allows Wolsey's taxation and exactions until Katherine pleads for 
redress. He then intervenes, but Wolsey pretends "this revokement 
and pardon" cave through his intercession."
Shakespeare passes over Henry's excessive sensuality and finds the 
motives for the divorce from Katherine in Woleey's intrigues and Henry's 
scruples of conscience. 8 In regard to Henry's relationship with Anne, 
Shakespeare deviates from history to the advantage of both. Their 
first meeting is followed quickly by Anne's promotion as Marchioness of 
Pembroke and by their secret marriage before the final separation from 
Katherine. In Shakespeare's play Anne undertakes nothing against 
Katherine, but respects and pities her. This we know to be unhistorical. 
Everyone in the play praises her beauty and virtue. She is even given 
the credit for aiding in Wolsey's overthrow. Wolsey's fall is essential 
to the dramatic structure. Else argues that in him and in Katherine we
see the downfall of Catholicism, in Cranmer and Anne Boleyn the
61 approaching dawn of Protestantism,
59'Blze, p. €7.
6°'Elze, pp. 67-9. 
61 *Elze, p.71.
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To show Cramter in a. favourable light his trial is antedated by
ten years. The King intervene* to save bin from the Tower and he
02 becomes one of Elizabeth's baptismal sponsors.
Shakespeare insists that the divorce frost (Catherine preceded 
Anna's public wedding and coronation, lie also maintains that the divorce 
is not urged by the King, but forced upon aim by the two Cardinals. 
In the play Katherine dies before Elizabeth's birth, and Else argues 
that the real reason for this is to remove any doubt about Elizabeth's
legitimacy. There were three main grounds for such doubtsj first,•<—-"1-1.,- .,«(.
Henry's marriage with Katherine was not dissolved by the Pope; second, 
Anne was said to have precontracted; third, Henry had previously kept 
up an illicit intercourse with Anne's elder sister, Mary. Anne's 
marriage was declared null and void before her execution - by Cranmer. 
Thus Elizabeth's illegitimacy was publicly proclaimed by order of her 
father. Hence Shakespeare was concerned to prove her legitimacy and to
show her birth as the most important and joyous event of her father's 
63reign.
go
*Elze, pp. 71-3.
63 'Elze, pp. 74-0.
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Else therefore concludM that the play was not only written in 
Elisabeth's reign, but expressly for her to oonwaorate some festive 
event toward* the end of her reign. But there ia an objection to this 
in Wotton's statement that in 1613 it was a new play. There is also a 
contradiction in the glorification of Catherine side by side with that 
of Anne and Elisabeth. 64
Size's ingenious solution is that Henry VIII was originally intend­ 
ed for the 70th anniversary of Anne Boleyn's public wedding on April 13th, 
1603, with possible repeat performances on June let (the 70th anniversary 
of Anne's coronation) and on September 7th (Elisabeth's 70th birthday). 
But Elizabeth dlesl on March 24th and the play was laid aside. The play 
published in 1604 under the title of Henrv VIII was probably by Rowley. 
A second edition of this appeared in 1613 and reminded the Globe Theatre 
that they possessed Shakespeare's play. Some revision was necessary, 
and the prophetic eulogy of Elisabeth was transferred to Jamas. The 
second part of the prophecy is an awkward interpolation. The allusion 
to Elizabeth's age and death was inserted at the sane time. Similarly, 
the scene between Katherine and the two Cardinals and her death-scene 
were Inserted or altered in order to disguise the original object of
64.
Elze, pp. 77-9.
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the play. 65
Blze find* confirmation of this idea in the epilogue, which suggest* 
that although any praise the play will earn is because of the way it 
depicts {Catherine, at the time of its composition it would have earned 
different praise. Katharine now has the most sympathetic part, despite 
the way Shakespeare has shown Anne. Elze thinks that the writer of the
AA
prologue and the reviser of Katherine's part are the same person.
Else has some very unusual Ideas on the dating of Shakespeare's 
plays.*7 There are very few critics who would follow him all the way 
in his argument here. What is interesting, however, is the way he 
makes his own political interpretation of the play, and his assumption 
that Shakespeare himself had a deliberate political intention in writing 
It, the basis of his argument for the dating of Henry VIII.
Werner suggests that there is also a political intention behind 
Hamlet. I!e claims that Shakespeare wanted to arouse in his contempor­ 
aries not hate but sorrow, not anger but knowledge of the truth. 
Shakespeare sees Hamlet's problems as those of hia own time and
65 •Blze, pp. 79-81.
66 'Elze, pp. 81-2.
87 'In particular, see "Die AbfassungsEeit dee 3turms." Jahrbuch.
VII (1872), 29-47, which estimates 1604 as the date of composi­ 
tion of The Tempest.
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and environment, indeed of all tines and places. The play deals with the 
nature of the Idealistic prince and its destructive opposite, the 
empty world of form and appearance as against the fullness of Hamlet's 
spirituality and morality, the crumbling age that relies on the past as 
against the youthful ideas to which the future belongs.*8
Werner then goes on to claim that Shakespeare did not want to
provoke strife but to open the audience's eyes to truth, that truth
i
which cannot be extinguished but eventually transforms the world. This 
was a wise course. Shakespeare's public was neither politically nor 
ecclesiastically enlightened and mature. Britain was divided into camps 
which threatened the end of all art and beauty; the parties were soon 
to cone to blows and to fight each other to bloody annihilation both in 
Parliament and on the battlefield. Shakespeare's play was a warning to 
such people. For the stupid and vulgar anything more explicit would have 
been not a star of light but a signal for rebellion. It must be remem­ 
bered that Shakespeare was also an actor and a theatre owner: he could 
not afford a public uproar.69
Historians may look back and see the seeds of the Civil War already 
at the end of Elisabeth's reign, but it is surely demanding too much of
68. Werner, "Hamlet," p. 78.
69 *Wern«r, op. 78-0.
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the reader to ask him to believe that Shakespeare could see Into the 
future and that he therefore wrote Ilai^Bt^ as a warning to his audience. 
This last Instance may seem to be an extreme example of a critic 
reading a political significance Into a play, but Blze can even find 
a political background to A Midsummer Might's Dream.70 In a discussion 
of Oberon'a vision he cites A.J. Hal pin 'a argument that the allegory 
refers to the so-called Princely Pleasure of Kenllworth, w'i<=r<* the 
Sari of Leicester made a last attempt to win Elizabeth's hand in 
marriage. This took place in 1575, twenty-three years before the Barl 
of Southampton's wedding and when he was only two. 7* it had nothing 
to do with Southampton, but would have been of great interest to the 
Essex family. The strange love intrigues of A ttidfluroner Might's Dream 
mirrored the love affairs of the aristocracy, hence the importance of 
tfc« love affairs at Kenilworth. This was a turning-point in the fortunes 
of the ECsex family. But Shakespeare introduces the Subject to pay a
compliant to the Queen and thus dispose her favourably towards Essex's
72 marriage.
7°'Karl Elze, "2um Sommernachtstraum. M Jahrbuch". Ill (1868), 150-74
71 *J!lze argues that ft "ff^P1^"?1 ,^Mht ' a P**** w38 written for the 
wedding of the Earl of Essex in 1590 and not for that of the 
Sari of Southampton in 1598, as was suggested by Tieck, Ulrici, 
and Gerald Massey.
72'Elze, pp. 164-7.
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But what about the painful allusion* to the guilty life of the
\ \ 
bridegroom's Mother? She was supposed to have had an adulterous
:'i l \ 
relationship with the Earl of Leicester while her first husband wasr'
still alive. The latter died suddenly in Dublin, and Leicester was 
believed to have poisoned hi*, His widow then married Leicester, who 
also died suddenly twelve years later} it was said that he too had been 
poisoned. But it is now known that Walter Essex died of dysenteryj and 
it seems most unlikely that bis wife had an irregular relationship with 
Leicester. Her only fault was that she was perhaps over-hasty in her 
second marriage, .fence Shakespeare's allusion to the 'little western 
flower* could give no offence. 3he responded only to the call of love. 
If blame was to fall on anyone, it was upon the Earl of Leicester, who 
was dead at the tine of Essex's marriage, and therefore did not require 
any particular delicacy at the poet's hands. Shakespeare represents 
all these intricacies of love as the dreams and visions of an oppressive
midsummer's night. Ess«x's marriage ia the joyful awakening and the
73happy ending.'
Greater freedom was allowed to the Elizabethan stage than we often 
imagine. Nevertheless, Puck begs for pardon in the concluding speech 
of the play. These lines would be without meaning except at Essex's 
wedding. Pardon was certainly granted since the aim was to put in a
73 '81SBe. pp. 167-9.
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good word for those involved with the Queen.74 This example shows 
how even a scholar like Elze could eojsetioes be led by preconceived 
ideas to confuse interpretation with  peculation. It further show* how 
it in possible to read a political significance into almost any of 
Shakespeare's plays If one wants to do so.
74
*Elze, pp. 189-70.
3: RELIGIOUS QUESTION?
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3: jtel _ifli ous Ques11 rma.
The problem of Shakespeare'a religion la one which has Interested 
students of his wo^-ke at all tines, but few can have been so deeply 
concerned with this question as the German oritics of the latter half 
of the 19th century. Many German writers and philosophers were f eelng 
themselves from the limitations of the accepted orthodoxies, whether 
Catholic or Protestant, and some tried to read into -hakespeare their 
own points of view. Thus, as early as the first volume of the 
Shakeepoare-Jahrbuch. Michael Bernays denies that he wishes to show 
Shakespeare as a conscious pioneer of Protestantism and rejects absolutely 
every attempt to limit the view of the poet and his all-eebracing works.
Bat he then goes on: "Imbued with the eternal and saving truths of 
Christianity, Shakespeare received a rich share of the blessings which 
Protestantism brought to the Teutonic peoples. Just as Protestantism 
begins the history of modern tines so Shakespeare opens to succeeding 
generations a new poetic world. Put although he points to the future he 
also belongs quite definitely to the past; the entire heritage of medieval
pbetry devolved :pon Shakespeare. Thus he unites divergent a ;es, and his
•> 
great figure stands at the turning point o* the ages."0
'"Shakespeare ein katholiseher ^i hfr,** Jahrbuch, I (1899), 299
2 Dernays, p. 299.
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Shakespeare's attitude to religious questions was; also of great 
Interest to Karl Elze. He surveys what previous writers have bad to say 
on the subject and In particular he attacks the German theologians for 
denyin- that Shakespeate was a Christian simply because he did not 
conform to their own partirular "^upe.-stitious confesaionalism". 4 It 
seems obvious from this that Elze, like many of his contemporaries, was a 
disciple of the new "liberalism" in theological matters. He accepts that 
the Bible and Christianity have been an inseparable part of our civilisation 
for centuries. They hr.vfi affected our whole lives, state constitutions, 
education, literature and art. Anyone, therefore, who, like Shakespeare, 
wants to depict the people of his time must show also their relationship 
to the Bible and Christianity. Hence Shakespeare is dramatically 
objective, as ?cott is epicalIy objective, 9 in his attitude to revealed 
religion.
3 ". aakaspeares I -arakter, seine «'ett- und Lebensanachauung," 
Jahrbuco. X (1875), 01-11«.
Elze, p.95.
!>
"hal:espear?> t-.o ~.ott. as well 
as to Byron.
0Elze, pp 9S-6.
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any would agree with Elze when he points out that Shakespeare did 
not see Christianity merely as a factor to be reckoned with in depicting 
mankind. It was for hi* personally an element of culture, from which he 
could not free himself anymore than anyone else could. He grew up and was 
educated in Christianity. Hence we cannot know when his allusions are
conscious, nor what he really believes.7
Else lays great stress on Shakespeare's objectivity, which, he claims,
excludes the possibility of his being an ardent adherent of any confession. 
Shakespeare views religion and morals ''rrrr- a human, not a Protestant or 
Catholic viewpoint. "He knows that our life is a mixture of good and 
evil and that even the best men take shape out of their weaknesses. We 
thus have a duty of moral purification through :hr taming of the passions 
and the achievement of a proper balance in all human affairs. He repeatedly 
condemns excess, both explicitly and inpllci ly, and insists that the
blood, i.e. passion and desire, should be restrained by the judgment,
*»
i.e. reason."^ True penitence and atonement is for ~hakespeare the
conversion and renewal of life. All his characters have perfect free-will 
and are fully responsible for their own actions.
Elze, p. 9«
8 ft should be noted hers that a similar claim might be made for
Goethe ^'
9Blze, pp. 101-2 >
l0Elase, p. 102
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All this la fairly conventional, but Size then reveal* him own 
philosophy by claiming that "hakeepeare sees the world as a moral organism, 
of which the individual is a member. Nobody has a special existence, but 
exists through and for the whole. The Individual can only achieve that 
moral fulfillment which is the aim of life through the organism of the 
whole; he cannot set his own aim. This world-organism is the judge and 
the rewarder of good and evil. We cannot know what happens after death, 
and Shakespeare is not led astray by mysticism or superstition; but at the 
same time he does not see the problem as solved by revealed belief. Hor 
has philosophy solved this problem, but the suspicion is aroused that 
Shakespeare had greater hopes In philosophy than in faith. 11
Else then argues that Shakespeare has turned from revealed religion
12 to humanism, and is a Christian poet only in so far as true Christianity
and true humanism coincide, unlike 'filton, n&nte, Calderon and Klopstock, 
Shakespeare saw revealed religion as a historical phenomenon, and it is 
because of his humanist ideals that all cor: 'easterns see themselves in him 
and bow to that moral greatness which even the narrowest dogmatist .-aiiot
11Slz«, pp. 102-3
is used generally, but not exclusively, in its Iflth 
century servse. At other litres it might well be replaced by 
"humanitarianism", or even "humanity". ?ee below, i:p Sb-1.
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deny. Thus it was that the German claaalcal writer*, Leaalng, Schiller 
and Goethe felt themaelvesdrawn te Shakeapeare aa a kindred aplrit, even 
aa "fleah of hia fleah". 13
Thia COD parIson of Shakeapeare with Leaaing, Schiller and Goethe 
la bound to atrlke the modern Kngliah reader ae very atran?e. Goethe, 
for example, waa a phlloaopher almeat aa much as a writer. He often 
expreeaed hia philosophical Ideaa formally and explicitly and then 
demonstrated them in hia poetry and playa. Thia certainly cannot be aaid 
or Shakespeare. Klze demonstrates clearly the tendency of certain 19th 
century German critics to see Shakespeare in their own terma and to read 
into him their own Ideaa and preconceptions.
Rise over-ainpliflea the f orce« behind the English Reformation. It 
waa, he says, overwhelmingly political in character; the Puritans were the 
flrat to give It a religious and eccl«aiaatlcal content, and they went too 
far. The Reformation In England originated In the srovemment, or rather 
the unbridled whin of the monarch, not, aa In Germany, among the people.
fta birth-place was not the conacience of the people, aa in Germany, but
14 
rather dynaatic politlca. This assessment la echoed by Oachlhifuaer
when he remarks that the English Reformation was political in origin and 
that the •atabiiahed Church is 8ti11 political in motivation, whereaa
Elze, pp. 104-3 
p. 103
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The German Reformation was a spiritual one, based on the demand for 
Spiritual freedom. From a country where religion waa largely determined 
by the Peace of Augsburg and where even at the tine of writing It was an 
important factor in riismarck'a "Kulturkampf", these seem rather strange 
criticisms. It Is easy, however, to understand why the German intellectuals 
were so interested in the Protestant versus Catholic question at a tine when 
the recently achieved German unity must have been suffering considerable 
stress just because of this problem.
Elze suggests that it was because the Church and religion were so 
entangled with politics that th»y had practically lost their independent 
existence, their aim and their purpose. Hence Shakespeare, and many of 
his contemporaries, turned from dogmatic religion to humanist ideals.
Relatively few people were interested in the Protestant- c'^olic issue;
17 the majority were indifferent. Otherwise repeated changes of religion
would not have been possible. There was no popular movement behind the 
changes and so people became indifferent to ecclesiastical and religious 
life. The outer observances were compelled by law, but there was an 
inner aversion. Therefore the leading spirits of the age sought
"t- 5 ":>i«j Wflrdigang Shakespeare* in England und Deutschland," 
Jahrbuch. XX (1885), «5.
16 Elae, p.105
17 Here Elze cites Macaulay, "Burlelgh and his Times," in Edinburgh 
Review (April, 1832), in his support.
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consolation In another field. The Renaissance of literature and
\ \
scholarahip which flowered in England in the l«th century offered 
poeta and writers a substitute,and humanism began to take the place 
of church religion. This process was especially narked in new literatures, 
particularly French and Italian. The scepticism of Montaigne, for example, 
had a considerable influence on English authors. Blse maintains that 
Macaulay was Mistaken in not recognising humanism as the foundation of the 
Elizabethan dramatists. They spoke respectfully of the teachings of 
Christianity, but not aa Catholics or Protestants. They took rracnents of 
both and kept a middle path. "Ize concludes that Shakespeare was 
nominally a Protestant, although he had a predeliction for certain Catholic 
rites and beliefs, 18 and, like the Romantics, found a picturesque eleasent
in Catholicism which made it aore interesting poetically than Protestantism. 
It is already clear that the term "religion" aust be understood in
this context in its broadest sense. We find that it ia by no means 
confined to orthodox Christianity, but extends to philosophical attitude*, 
to "Weltanschauung". In particular it is necessary to know something 01 
what the 10th century Germans understood by "humanisrr"20 and
18
ETra, pp. 105-113.
19As many German Protestants do today.
Htutanisnius.
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"aumanitarianism". 21 "Humanism" can l>c defined as "a rell'v ted man- 
centredness which proceeds from human co.tsciousness and has as its object 
the establishment of human worth, excluding what is foreign to it either
/
because it subordinates aiati to supernatural powers and truths or becausr- 
it uses »aa for sub-human p.. poses".°2 There was a r» K-w^1 iutevr-st in 
Germany in antiquity at Ue end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th 
centuries - the so-called Meo-humaiiiflm - in which the leading figures were 
tfilhelm von Hunboldt, Leasing, KerJe-, Goethe and Schiller. The appearance 
of von Huciboldt's name in this list is particularly significant in that he
was very largely responsible for what was then an entirely new concept of
23 the purpose and function of a miversity. Hence the scholars considered
here could hardly avoid being influenced by von Hunboldt'a ideas to a 
greater or lesser extent.
This Meo-humanlsm was the foundation and formative factor of 
"huwanltarlanlsrc". For Kant humanitarlanisa is "the app -oh^rolon of 
good in society with others; on the one hand the ^neral feell i- of 
participation, on the other the ability to communicate most intimately 
and universally, the combination of which qualities constitutes the 
proper sociability of mankind, whereby we are differentiated from the
22This definition has been taken from Heinrich Schaidt, Philq-
flophischeg WBrterbuch. 17th ed. (Stuttgart, 1985), which has also 
been used for the definitions of certain other technical terms.
23This concept is still accepted almost universally in Germany.
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restrictions of the Barely animal". For Herder humanitarian!SB iB in 
itself the goal of human development, while Goethe says of if: "It gives 
a soul to enjoyment, a spirit to necessity, grace to power, and a heart 
to authority". 24
These ideas are a product of German Romanticism and it is surely 
postulating too much to suggest that we can find them all in Shakespeare. 
Generally speaking there seems to have been very little understanding 
of the religious atmosphere and problems of Shakespeare's time, an 
almost complete ignorance of the implications of the Elizabethan 
"ettlement and of the niceties of theological thought in-tb«~16th 
century England,
Apart from their concern with specific religious problems the 
German scholars of this period frequently allowed moral and religious 
considerations to intrude when they were discussing other questions. 
Thus Benno Tschischwitz, in discussing the language of Venus and AdoniB, 25 
remarks that Shakespeare's amorous language is fully justified by the
OA
situation and serves a moral purpose. He complains that the Puritans 
failed to appreciate "Venus and Adonis* and argues that it is easy to
24. Schmidt.
MJber die Stellung der eplschen Dichtungen Shakespeares in der 
©ngliBchen Literatur^." Jahrbuch. VIII (1873), 36-42.
26 •Tschischwitz, p. 39.
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27 miss the morality at tbe core of the poem unless you are looking for it.
It Been* that here TschiBchvltc unconsciously reveals a 
particular prejudice among many of the German critics of his time. They
were so convinced that Shakespeare was not only the greatest writer of 
all times but also perfect in every respect28 that they could not imagine 
that his work was ever lacking in moral content. 29 They were quite sure 
that there was a moral point to everything, if only they could find it. 
There were others, notably Gustav Rflmelin,30 who tried to correct this 
tendency, but their views found very little support among contributors 
to the Jahrbuch. Tsehischwltc himself tells us that in Venus and 
Adoflin Shakespeare shows us a youth resisting sexual temptation, whereas 
in The Rape of Lucrece we see a woman who maintains her matrimonial 
fidelity and purity even after she has been raped. Adonis, Lucrece, 
Isabella, and Imogen all show the heroism of innocence and moral purity. 31 
This interpretation is highly contentious: they are an odd set of
^•Tschischwitz, p. 42.
attitude probably owes much to Goethe's alhelra Meiaters 
Lehrlahre (1796).
^•Tschischwit* himself takes this line in Shakespeares Staat und 
KPnigtum. Nachgewiesen an der Lanflagter-Tetralogie (Halle, 1866), 
and 3hakeepearea Hamlet vorzuqeweisc n(ach hietoriBchen 
Gesichtsnunkter arlXutert (Halle, 1867).
30*See ^hakespeare-Studien (Stuttgart, 1866). 
31 »Techiflchwitz, op. cit. (Above, note 29), p. 42.
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characters to put together, and even if Tschischwit* has sone 
justification for his argument it is still very much over-simplified.
A similar concern with religion is shown by R. A. Werner in his 
article "ttber das Dunkel in der Hamlet-TragBdie". But Werner at least 
recognises the complexity of the problem. He sees the play as showing 
the empty world of form and appearance as against the fullness of 
Hamlet's spirituality and morality. The political and social differences 
between Hamlet and Claudius* court go back to a deeper, problem of 
religion and belief: an enormous , in the circumstances insoluble, 
problem.33 !.
Werner recognises the danger of everyone trying to claim Shakespeare 
for his own party. "Those Ill-humoured pessimists who see in Hamlet a 
weakling, someone sick and demoralised, always ascribe his condition to 
the school of Wittenberg. They have then an indictment of/ Protestantism, 
of which we may regret only that it stands in contradiction to the pure, 
moral and artistic thought of the poet, who tries always to reconcile 
rather than divide. Others would find a connection between the character 
and behaviour of Claudius and his entourage and Catholic orthodoxy, 
and thus they arrive at an equally un-ihakespearian indictment of
32 * Jahrbuoh. V (1SJO), 37-81. 
33 • Werner, pp. 44 ff.
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popery1*. Warner take* a safe courae when ha claims that it was naithar 
in Shakespeare's nature, nor was it hia aim, to reach such a conclusion. 
It would be very sad for both parties if he could not find better 
examples. It is a far greater achievement of Shakespeare that he nowhere 
takes sides but expresses a general religious attitude and, as in the 
character of Hamlet, shows himself as a priest of human ideas. The 
religion Shakespeare was bora into was Irrelevant, as it was in the 
case of Goethe and Schiller. He could find satisfaction only in a 
religion that comprehends all denominational difference^ For a person 
vnio has arrived at the higher truth all lower forms of truth are a 
matter for regard and consideration. For him the only godlessness 15 
fanaticism. It is an impiety to attempt to extract his faith from his 
works and to try to force one on him. The same is true of Schiller. 35
Here it seems certain that Werner too sees Shakespeare in the light 
of recent German experience. Once again Shakespeare is compared to 
Schiller and Goethe. Just as the rigid creeds of Catholicism and 
Protestantism were inadequate for the German poets, so it is argued, 
they were for Shakespeare. This argument could lead ultimately te 
the conclusion that what Shakespeare was really seeking was the new
34•Werner. p. 70.
35 •Werner, pp. 79-80.
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"liberalism" as it had developed in 10th century Germany, and this is 
rather suggested by Werner himself when he claims: "Only sophistHtry 
can find a moral necessity for Hamlet's downfall; if the poet had 
lived in our times Hamlet would have escaped the final Intrigue of his 
uncle, and we should see him over the body of his antagonist, on the 
blamelessly won throne, promising a new era if Justice and truth."36
Here there may be noticed another common trait of 19th century German 
Shakespeare criticism. Tine and time again these writers are distracted 
from the study of the plays to speculate about Shakespeare himself. 
There are close on fifty articles of biographical nature in the first 
fifty volumes of the Shakespearc-Jahrbuch. but if all those articles 
which touch at some point on Shakespeare the man were included very few 
indeed would be found which did not fall into this category. This again 
can be largely explained by the circumstances of the times. There was 
at that time what may be called the "fallacy of intention". When a 
critic arrived at a particular interpretation of a literary work he was 
liable to claim that this interpretation constituted the author's 
intention. In particular the great concern shown in Shakespeare's 
philosophy of life may derive from Goethe, who claimed that every word be 
wrote was a confession. Where it is quite impossible to draw any
* '.\erner, p. 81.
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conclusions about the poet'* conscious intention there la nevertheless 
a tendency to ascribe moral attitudes to "poetic intuition". 87 It is 
possible that this idea may be some kind of hang-over from German 
Romanticism.
These attitudes are sometimes responsible for very distorted 
Interpretations of Shakespeare. Thus Karl Werder goes to extremes 
in his interpretation of SaHsi38 - an interpretation, it must be added 
which has much positive value. Robert PrBlss describes the weakness of 
Warder's view very clearly. 39 All criticism, he says, is ultimately 
subjective - even Warder's, There are two main prejudices in Werder. 
The first is...a belief In the spotlessly ethical idealism and 
innocence of the tragic hero; the other, a certain theosophioal view of 
heavenly justice, which must therefore condition the pathos of both 
Shakespeare and his hero."*0 This leads to a curious Inconsistency in 
Werder's argument. He tells us that
^'Werner's Hamlet article falls into this category.
38»Vorlesungen flber hakespeares ^Hamlet*", gehs.lte.a au der 
Universitat zu 3orlin (Berlin, 1875)
30 * MWerders Hamlet-Vorlesuagen." Jahrbuch. XIV (1879), 115-155. 
4°'I¥Blss, p.
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Behind the task laid upon hi* by the ghost he (Hanlet) sees 
that of someone higher, who wishes to aae divine Justice carried 
out in complete purity through him in this particular outrage | 
which is only possible if the guilt, and therefore the justif­ 
ication for the punishment, is Bade incontrovertibly clear in 
the eyes of the world. For tragic vengeance involves punishment, 
punishment involves Justice and Justice involves convincing the 
world. This last places Hamlet in an insoluble difficulty. 
Necessity drives him ever onward to carry out something beyond 
not only his own but all human power. His hesitation is never 
weakness but rather self -control. 41
Now if this is so then it is a very curious kind of divine Justice; for,
as PrSlss points out, it never reveals itself but depends in the end on
42 Horatio for its explanation. That this is no isolated example can be
shown by turning for a moment to what Werder has to say about fttocbeth.
be forced to want what will destroy him and to know and feel 
at every step, at every act of his will, both before and after, that 
it will destroy him) to be able to escape from this path to hell - 
not by heavenly decree in the crude fatalistic sense, but rather 
because of an innate passion, because of his innermost self, 
because of a will and a desire that cannot be reached or 
penetrated by the divine, and Immeasurably wretched because 
on account of this endless misery they need heaven to have 
mercy on them) that is Shakespeare's Maobeth. This enigma of 
human nature is the essence of the play.
tills Is verging on a psychological interpretation of Macbeth's 
character, which properly belongs to another chapter, but at the same 
time it also shows Werder fitting - we may feel forcing - Shakespeare 
into his own peculiar theological ideas.
41 *Pr61ss, pp. 119-120. 
42'Pr5lss, p. 1S5.
43 *Vorlesung:en Uber Shakasoeares ^Macbeth*. gehalten an der 
Universittft au nerUn (Berlin. 188S) pp. 110-111.
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The moral and religious significance of the Histories has already 
been discussed in the course of the chapter on "Political Interpretations 
of Shakespeare's Plays". He it is necessary only to draw attention 
again to Tschischwitz's **toakespeares Staat und KBnigtuiB1*. where he 
talks about tl|» concept of kingship *s a moral and religious idea. 
English scholars have long recognised the Elizabethan idea of kingship 
as essentially religious, and there is no doubt that Shakespeare himself 
shown quite clearly what was involved in being the Lord's anointed and 
what was meant by the Divine Right of Kings. It is interesting, however, 
""to note how concerned the German critics wore with this question. It 
Should be remembered that the whole of Germany became very much involved 
in the problem of the relationship between Church and State during 
the "Kulturkanpf". Although the problem in Shakespeare's time was 
fundamentally different it was sufficiently similar superficially to 
attract attention at this time. In both situations the Roman Catholic 
Church was regarded by the State as a threat to its own security; in 
both cases the State tolerated a non-Roman type of Catholicism, in the 
one case elements within Anglicanism, in the other case the Old Catholics} 
In both castes the priests and religious orders were persecuted, 'lismarck 
and the National-Liberals were greatly antagonised by the promulgation 
of the doctrine of Papal Infallibility on the very day that France 
declared war on Prussia. In Elizabethan England the belief in the
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Divine Right of King* weg opposed to the Pope's claim to be able 
to depose klnfjs; a claim which, It was feared at the time, might 
alienate Elizabeth's subjecta and cause them to ally themselves with 
Catholic Spain.
To what pxtent politics, reliprir^ and art were all entangled 
with each other Is hinted at rather amusingly In a story told by 
Alois Brandl, sometime Fr-?s'dent of the Deutsche Shakespeare- 
Gesellsehaft. It 1910 he was present at the baptism of the heir to 
the throne of Weimar. Kaiser Wllhelm IT, who had Invited himself to 
b? a ^od-fzth^r, expressed three wishes concerning his god-Sons first, 
that In the hour of need he would come to his aid with armed cavalry; 
second, that he would be a faithf'il son of the Protestant Church; third, 
that, growing up in the spirit of Weimar , he would be a patron to art 
and Bclfiice.41* There is suraly something typically German about this. 
H is not really surprising that Brandl tells his anecdote with such 
pride.
^'Twlschen Inoiand Themse (Berlin, 1936), p. 264.
4. PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERPRETATIONS
of 
CHARACTERS
oi caaracfcers.
A ?rrea.t deal of the criticism under consideration i» concerned with 
Shakespeare's characters -ind their behaviour. This in itself is really 
nothing remarkable: a play consists of a nimber of cosr icter* flaying 
certain words and performing certain actions upon the stage. It is 
natural, therefore, that critics should ask questions about these 
Characters and discuss thon» as they would a real person. In its extreme 
form this type of criticism tends to regard Shakespeare's characters 
as living parsons who have an existence quite independent of the plays.
The play which has always specially attracted criticism of this
genre is Hamlet. Karl Werder'a lectures on Hamlet - Ilk© those on
2
Maobeth - are concerned almost entirely with tile characters. Werder is
especially concerned with Hi« figure of Hamlet himself. For him Hamlet 
is not tn any way a weak character, but rataer the victirc of circumstan­ 
ces. Goethe had JTJ;T rested that all duty was sacred to Hamlet, and 
that this particular duty of vengeance was too difficult. The impossible 
is demanded of hie; not the inherently impossible, but what is 
impossible for him. Werder goes further and suggests that Hamlet's
fiber Shakesaeares Hamlet, gehalten an der Universitift 
am Berlin. (Berlin, 1878).
2*Vorlesungen dberShakespeares Macbeth. gehalten an der yniveraitgt 
8U Berlltl (Berlin, 1885)
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apparent weakness Is really his strength: he can kill the king, but not
at this precise moment. He is bound by conditions which no human/being
3
can overcome. Werder is dedicated to saving Hamlet's honour and to
the ethical justification of his character.
Of almost equal interest is Robert Prblas' article on Herder's 
Hamlet lectures. 4 Prolss prefers the more sober, factual and objective 
approach of Gervlnus, Ulrici and Kreyssig, which he therefore finds 
more scholarly. He makes the point that all criticism is subjective - 
even Werder 'a. This shows itself ia Warder's prejudices about Hamlet's 
character. 5 Indeed, it is too often forgotten that anyone who attempts 
to probe into the psychology of another person is himself influenced to 
a greater or lesser degree by his own psychological make-up.
W. Oehlmann lays great stress on Hamlet's emotions and feelings. 6 
Some scholars are interested only in the fundamental ideas behind a 
play and ignore the emotional side altogether; others go to the opposite 
extreme and deny that fundamental ideas have any place in the drama. 
The task of the dramatist is to equip his characters with individual
3 'See •specially Werder, Hamlet . pp. 36-8 
4*"Werders Hamlet -Volesungen," Jahrbuch. XIV (1879), 115-55 
, pp. 116-7.
6t "Die Gemtltsseite des Hamlet-Charakters , " Jahrbuch. Ill (1366)
205-28.
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emotions and passions.7
Oehlmann argues that Hamlet possesses inner truth and conscientious- 
ness, a feeling for what is aeenljr and Just. 8 Why then does he not immed­ 
iately avenge the murder of his father? Some critics have said that it ii 
because of his intelligence, but Oehlnann rejects this view, maintaining 
that high intelligence does not lead to temporization. It is simply that 
in some characters suspiciousness prevents them from ever making a 
decision, and this trait is quite independent of intelligence. 9 This 
aumplciousnesB la the second main ingredient in Hamlet's character. He 
wants to be just but fails to realize that sometimes this can only be 
achieved by partial justice. Thus he himself paralyses the realisation 
of justice. 10
Oehlmann admits that he himself found Hamlet's complete failure to 
plan very difficult to believe. But there are other traits in Hamlet's 
character that help to explain this: his tendency to secretiveness and 
his gift of dissimulation, together with his sense of honour. These 
aro all combined with an astonishing understanding which allows him to
7«Oehlmann, pp. 20S-7. 
8 •Oehlmann, p. 209.
^•Oehlmann, pp. 209-10. It can, however, be argued against Oehlmann 
that Hamlet's suspiciousness is aimply the caution of the scholar; 
in which case it would be directly connected with his intelligence.
l0'Oehlmann,p211 0
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•ee through everything and to judge everything correctly, except himself
and his insuperable tendency to procastinate."
Oehlmann sees his interpretation of Hamlet's character as confirmed 
by the characters of his companions. The court circle is completely 
indifferent to right and justice, to thoroughness and carefulness. 
Polonium is a time-serving hypocrite; Rosenkran* and Quildenstern are 
fickle, and Omric is empty. The queen is debauched and sensual and 
Stands closer to the murderer than any courtier. The king is the most 
unscrupulous character of all. It is little wonder, says Oehlmann, that 
Hamlet does not take to heart the fortunes of such people. Ophelia is 
Seen as too weak to resist the general lack of principle and the general 
levity. She shows her weakness already in the scene with Laertes and 
Polonlus, and after the loss of her beloved she becomes despondent; and 
She is completely broken by the death of her father. Even such characters 
as the gravediggers, with their disbelief in right and justice, and the 
hard-hearted priest ( who did not really wish to bury the demented
suicide in consecrated ground, are used to throw Hamlet's character into
,. . 12 sharper relief.
Hamlet's hesitation is contrasted with the actions of Laertes and
11•Oehlmann, pp. 213-4. 
12.Oehlmann, pp. 214-fl.
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Fortlnbras. Only Horatio i« prevented as a balanced character, and 
even he show* a tendency to avoid coming to a definite decision, so that 
he aeeras to reaenble Hamlet. Thus Shakeapeare shows, both in the pract­ 
ical conatructlon of hia drama and in hia general observations of the 
human aoul. In his analysis of Hamlet's actions and of those of his 
companions and opponents, that the hero fails not because of hia great 
intelligence but rather in spite of it; he ia hindered by the overgrowth 
of the destructive features of his emotions, his conscientiousness and 
cautiousness,13
The significant feature of this interpretation is its recourse to 
psychology: a natter of some intereat at ao early a date. Oehlnann 
attacks Tschiachwitz for holding to the traditional idea that Hamlet had 
too much "judgment" and too little "blood".14 There is nothing surprising 
about Oehlnann'a intereat in Hamlet'a character: what is interesting 
is his attempt to express it in psychological terms and his rejection of 
Tschischwltz's explanation in physical terms. This is rather unfair on
13 *0ehlmann, pp. 216-7.
14 *0ehlmann, p. 225, Tsehischwitz's Shakespeares Hamlet vorzugsweise 
nach historischen Gesichtspunkten erlgutert (Halle, 1868) 
appeared in the same year as Oehlmann's essay and broke new 
ground by showing the connection between Hamlet's philosophy and 
that of Giordano Druno.
-A.
Tschischwits, whose explanation seems more plausible, since Shakespeare 
himself cannot have thought in terns of modern psychology; but 
Oehlnann shows how Shakespeare's observations of human character are 
supported by the findings of ore-Freudian psychology.
But the most interesting characters dramatically are usually those 
who suffer frost some kind of mental abnormality. Shakespeare's portrayals 
of mental illness are discussed at some length by C.C. Hense. 15 It 
Is hardly surprising that his chief concern is with the madness of Lear. 
It had already been pointed out several years earlier that Lear's maiir 
ness, as depicted by Shakespeare, is remarkably accurate from the 
clinical standpoint. But as Hense points out, this accuracy does not 
necessarily by itself constitute art. He quotes Klce as saying that 
normally we do not want to see any kind of illness on the stage, but 
that Shakespeare alone has achieved the miracle of elevating mental
Illness to become a part of poetry, especially in King Lear, an
17overpowering and almost superhuman tragedy.
Hense suggests that Shakespeare's propensity for depicting mental
15."r>ie Oar st el lung da- SeClenkrankheiten in Shakespeares Dramen," 
Jahrbuch. XIII (1878), 212-47.
Stark, KBnig Lear. Bine psychiatrische Shakeaaeare-Studie 
fflr das gebildete Publicum (Stuttgart, 1871).
17'Hense, pp. 212-3.
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illness was due partly to the extreme passions of his characters. But 
in Shakespeare such illness always plays a subservient role; it serves 
the higher purpose of moral truth, and madness is the extreme expression 
of conscience. In Shakespeare's plays, unlike real life, madness is the 
result of guilt; it is consciousness of guilt which drives to mental 
breakdown such characters as Lear, Lady Mkcbeth, and Ophelia. In the 
old play King Leir Lear wins back his power, Cordelia lives; there is 
no madness and no tragedy. 18
Shakespeare's Lear, on the other hand, goes out of his mind because 
of his extreme passion and temper, which darken the clarity of his 
thought. The thorn of conscience, kept sharp by the Pool, and the 
ingratitude of hi a daughters, together with other factors, serve to 
drive mad a man who is already mentally disorientated from the start. 
He does not accept this ingratitude with patience, as he does in the 
old play, but feels himself to be more sinned against than sinning, and 
this serves only to increase his madness. The significance of this 
madness is to show by contrast the beauty of an unbroken and innocent 
life of the spirit. 19
17 *Hense, pp. 212-3.
18 *Hense, pp. 213-4.
I9 'ltensa, pp. 214-5
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According to Hense, a similar relationship of guilt", conscience and 
madness is to be found in the character of Lady Macbeth. It is Macbeth, 
irresolute, suffering from a guilty conscience, and seeing ghosts, whom 
one night expect to go mad; but the important fact is that he is always 
active, even though his actions are criminal. Lady Macbeth appears to 
be the really powerful character in the play. She pours acorn on her 
husband's visions and acts when he loses bis head after the murder of 
Duncan: she is, in short, cold and calculating. Yet it is she that 
eventually takes to sleep-walking. This is the great revelation of a 
gultst?icken conscience. In the derangement of her mind can be seen 
the Judgment of that moral spirit which she has hitherto flouted. In 
Macbeth himself the punishment is fulfilled in the torment he suffers 
through sleeplessness and disturbing dreams. Lady Macbeth can control 
her conscience while awake, but when asleep she falls a victim to the 
Furies, to doubt and remorse. She is powerless against the moral spirit 
that rules over her and that manifests itself in her sleep-walking. 
She was her husband's accomplice in the murder of the king, his 
relations, his guest: hence she must share his fate. However she 
tries in her waking hours to fend off the pursuing Furies, the doubt 
and the remorse which threaten her solitude, in her sleep they rise up 
in her sick mind. She is also troubled by the murders of Banquo and 
of Macduffs family, although she herself had no hand in these. What
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•he dismisses in Macbeth as sheer fantasy becomes all the more vivid 
for her in her sleep-walking. 20
Shakespeare is sometimes criticised for making Lady Macbeth' s madness 
develop suddenly, in contrast to that of Lear, but there are aesthetic 
and psychological reasons for this. We do not see Lady Macbeth between 
III.v and V,i. During this time she is alone, pondering on her past, 
forced to be alone, when she needs to be able to communicate with others. 
She is not unlike Richard III, who could control his fears by day but 
not his dreams by night. Her madness is thus the psychological and 
moral result of her solitude. She has sinned against Mature, against 
a woman's nature: she calls on the spirits to "unsex" her, and this 
unnatural behaviour drives her to madness. This alienation from the 
truth of nature leads to alienation from her husband, so that when he
learns of her death Macbeth has no room for sorrow. The doctor is right
21he says she needs a confessor more than a doctor.
For Lear and for Lady Macbeth mental illness is a consequence of 
guilt, but it is also poetic Justice, In Richard II and Hamlet ;fefee
2°'Hense, pp. 215-8.
2**Hense, pp. 218-21. He admits that Or. Onimus, La psvchoj.ogie 
dans les drames de Shakespeare (Paris . 1876), p. 8, thinks diff­ 
erently. Dr. (Minus maintains that Lady Macbeth's madness is in 
perfect accordance with medical science. The difference in points 
of view here occurred at a time when the relationship between 
religion and psychology was not seen so clearly as it is today.
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the guilty act of one character punishes the guilt of another, as in the
03 Oresteia of Aeschplus.
Both Gustav H«melin23»nd H.T. Rot«oher2 '1 suggest that Lear'a madness 
occupies a great deal of the play. Hense point* out that In fact it begins 
only in III, iv and ends in IV, vii. Lear is no more mad at the beginning 
of the play than is Othello, and his Bad utterances are fewer than his 
sane ones. More than this, even in his Badness Lear speaks words of 
sense; he takes over the role of the Fool and judges the situation 
objectively as the latter has done. This forms an aesthetically pleasing 
contrast with the days of his sanity when he failed to recognise truth 
and fidelity - one thinks here of Kent and Cordelia - and was deceived 
by pretence and lying hyproeisy. Only when ne becomes aad does he
obtain a true insight into the nature of man and of genuine human feeling.
2"i In this respect Hense compares him to Oedipus.
In Lear madness is the result of guilt and the recognition of this
22 •Hense, p. 221. It is pertinent here to point out that many of 
the early "Anglisten" were Classical scholars by training and 
that their methods bdg much to contemporary approaches to 
Classical literature.
23 * Shakes peare-Studieft (Stuttgart, 1866), p. 94
2^*Shakespeare in seinen hBehsten Charaktergebilden OBresden, 1884)
p.110.
rtjC
*Hen»e, pp. 222-4.
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by his conscience. In Ophelia's case the circumstances are apparently 
rather different. Yet, argues Hense, even with Ophelia one can discern 
judgment and condemnation in her madness, though not with the clarity 
that one finds then in Lear. Although she is not a fallen woman as 
L. Tieck28 and Freiheryfvon Friesen27 suggest. Ophelia is not entirely 
innocent. In mistaken obedience she allows herself to be drawn into an 
affair which is unworthy of her. The whole atmosphere of Hamlet is 
poisoned: secrecy, pretence, and hypocrisy prevail, not truth. There 
is mutual spying and characterless time-serving. Ophelia does not 
remain unaffected by this pernicious and tragic sickness. She becomes 
the instrument whereby the icing and Polonius spy on Hamlet, who himself 
refers to her two-facedness. When she becomes mad and distributes 
flowers she chooses rue for herself, thus revealing her troubled 
conscience. She suffers a hopeless love, loses her father, whom 
she had believed in implicitly, and feels herself alone and forsaken. 
This causes her madness, but because she Is, like Lear, more sinned 
against than sinning, she too becomes a Judge in her madness. Like 
Lear, she appears decked with flowers and weeds. Medical experts tell
26 'Dramatufgimehe matter. II (Breslau and Leipzig, 1826), p. 36 
fe fiber Shakespeare* Hamlet (Leipcig, 1869), p. 293 ff.
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important point is that both Lear and Ophelia speak vords of warning 
and judgment in their madness. 28
Hense explains how Lear's madn&ss is brought about by the collapse 
of his family life and of the life of the state. He then goes on to 
suggest that, as in real lif«, so in the play madness is connected with 
extreme physical strain. The strenuous journey in a frightful storm is 
what causes his final breakdown. Moreover the disorder of the elements 
is seen as part of the ingratitude of the moral world. Man having 
rejected moral standards, it is only to be expected that the natural 
order will collapse. Thus Lear speaks not of the ingratitude of his
Odaughters in particular but of the Ingratitude of the world in general. 
T;-e parallel between Lear and Titus Aadronicus la the next point 
to occupy Hense' s att«ii-ou. Vhereas Lear has a guilty conscience about 
his behaviour towards CordaUa, Titus fe. Is no pangs, although his 
treatment of Mucius and Tamora is iar worse. Titus' reaction to
suffering is to seek revenge of the most crusl nature. His raadness is
3O generally quite purposeless, and therefore genuine. This madness is
the only mitigating factor in his awful deeds. Herein lies the differ-
28 * Hense, pp. 227-0.
29 • Hense, pp. 231-3.
Gervinus and Oelius maintained that Titus' madness was not 
genuine but feigned.
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ence between Titus and Lear. In Titus AndronicuB the apprentice
Shakespeare, under the influence of such plays as Thomas Kyd's The
31 Spanish Tragedy. makes Titus' sadness the source and Instrument of his
brutal revenge; but the master, with his greater knowledge and experience 
of human nature* makes Lear's madness a process of purification of the 
human soul. Lear's Self-love and egoism are burnt up in his madness 
and he learns humility. It is his daughters' own wickedness that 
destroys them. Shakespeare has broken away from the old "revenge tragedy" 
towards a nilder and truer conception of tragedy. Hamlet resembles Lear 
in that he wishes to perform dreadful deeds* but he does not, and tne 
king suffers a more just punishment. In considering Lear's madness it 
is important to remember that Lear is a suffering character, whereas 
Titus is active; in Lear madness is a condition, in Titus a perpetrator 
of grisly deeds. 32
Hense also considers the oases of feigned madness in Shakespeare, 
beginning with Edgar in King Lear. Edgar's feigned madness is necessit­ 
ated by the situation in which he finds himself. Shakespeare's treat­ 
ment is interesting in that he follows the conventional ideas of madness 
of his tint*?: Edgar pretends that his madness is caused by an evil
Hense actually refers to it as The Spanish Comedy". 
32*Hense, pp. 233-7.
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•plrit and can only b« cured by exorcism. In Lear's case Shakespeare 
shows a knowledge and understanding of man which go far beyond the ideas 
of his tiae. The cure of Lear's madness is described by Ihakespearo with 
poetic artistry, in a way that seldom happens in real Tife. This poetry 
is connected with the name ox Cordelia. In this world of deceit and lies 
she is truth: in this world empty of love and full of hate she is love. 
Hense coaparea her in this to Antigone. Through this love Lear's spirit 
at last finds peace. 33
Haulet's feigned madness is of quite a different nature. This is 
net assumed for reasons of necessity; it is rather the sign and 
consequence of a sick saind. In Edgar there is no :?n<1ency to suicide,
m«.tk
nor is he-evergiven to thought: he ia physically and ^orally sound. He 
is the saviour of his father, aad the wickodnass of Oswald and Hdmind is 
defeated. Hamlet, called -v<M: to avert] e his father's murder and to set 
the world to rights, falls a victim to mental sickness} he becomes 
obsessed with thoughts of suicide, and complains that thie la forbidden 
by God. Only fear holds him back. Unlike iMgar ho is not a saviour, but 
rather entangles Ophelia in his own destiny. Howevar, what he does have 
in common with Edgar is that in his pretended madness he makes moral 
Judgments. 34
, pp. 237-40. 
34'Hen»e, pp. 240-1.
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Hamlet's feigned madness springs from his melancholy. This Belancholy 
is associated with Shakespeare himself. Thare are plenty of melancholic 
characters in Shakespeare's plays, for example Aeeceon in The ConedT of 
JbXfirj.. Qrsino in Twelfth Night, the Msrchant of Venice. Posthunus in 
Cvwbeltnq. Pericles, Don Juan in IvUch Ada About Nothing. Richard II, 
and Jacques in Ag You Li kg It?5 Jacques' melancholy is the consequence 
of a wild life. The traits inherent In a morbid melancholy are typically 
depicted in the character of Jacques. The most prominent of these traits 
is a pessimistic "y/eltanschauung": an isolated instance of a deficient 
life is exaggerated and made to appear as general; in hie bitterness 
such „- pevson cannot see the graceful, the beautiful and the good In 
life, but only the repulsive, the ugly and the morally objectionable. 
Associated with a pessimistic point of view is scorn: a theatrical 
tendency is & characteristic adjunct. All this is found to an even 
greater extent in Hamlet. He pretends to be mad and, like the Pool in 
King Lear, assumes the role of judge. Just as Edgar, in his feigned 
Madness chastises moral transgressions, so in Hamlet his melancholy
«*«
This reference to the Comedies is unusual. The Tragedies and the 
Histories naturally invite a psychological approach, but on the 
whole the characters in the Comedies rflrJ not attract the attent­ 
ions of the German critics.
-Bl­ 
and pretended insanity are the dark cloud through which burst the 
flashes of his condemning wit. 3'
Rttmelin complains that Edgar utters a lot of useless nonsense. This 
criticism cannot be made of Hamlet. Edgar has to behave as he does in 
order to r*main unrecognised. But Shakespeare sees to it that these 
dissonances dissolve when we consider Edgar's soliloquies and asides. 
The same art is shown in the case of Hamlet. All is made subservient 
to the purpose of his supposed madness - to enable him to act as judge.
Shakespeare depicts true madness only in the Tragedies, and contrasts 
it with feigned madness only in Hamlet and King Lear. But pretended 
or supposed madness is often a feature of the Comedies. In the case of 
Antipholus in The Comedy qf Errors fun is made of the attempt to cure 
him by exorcism; and in Twelfth Night the same point is carried still 
further with Malvolio. 38
Hense conclude^ by giving examples to show how Classical Greek 
drama saw madness as something supernatural. But, he argues, it was 
left to Shakespeare to suggest the true nature of mental illness. 39
3<l*Hense, pp. 241-3. 
Hense» pp. 243—5. 
38 'Hense, pp. 245-^7. 
39 •Hense, p. 247.
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H. Freiherrvon Friesen contributed an interesting article on
40 Macbeth. Like so many other articles '.ta Intrinsic value today Is
slight, but it sheds considerable li*ht on the way critics of this tine 
viewed literature in general and Shakespeare in particular.
Von Friesen begins by remarking on the authentic local atmosphere 
of the play, which he finds is suggestive of the northern part of the 
British Isles rather than the south. He then discusses Shakespeare's 
treatment of Holinshed, which he describes aa very free. He is concerned 
not so much with alterations of detail as with Shakespeare's depictions 
of the characters of 'Jacbeth and Lady Macbeth. Wacbeth is shown quite 
differently from the cruel figure of Holinshed, and Lady Macbeth, 
although she has a great part in the crime by reason of her encourage­ 
ment of it, is also substantially different front her historical original. 
Hie question which this article seeks to answer is whether this play 
holds "a mirror up to Nature", particularly as regards the character of 
Lady Macbeth. 41
It may be thought, he continues, that the play has a very strange 
beginning. But there was a strong belief in witchcraft in Jacobean 
times, and people feared the influences of demonic agencies in human
40'"0ber Shakespeares Macbeth." Jahrbuch. IV (1869), 198-245 
41 •Von Friesen, pp. 198-200.
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affairs. 2 Therefore, be claim*, the play does mirror Mature. It 
demonstrates the primeval struggle la man's soul bwtvsen the demonic 
and divine elements, the conflict between "Weltbewuaatsein" and 
"Gottssjbewusstsein". 43 Macbeth it not alone in depleting the unremit­ 
ting conflict between temporal and eternal, "Weltbevusstsein" and 
"Cottesbewusatsein", aa can be seen by considering the ancient classical
C^kej
tragedies; but Shakespeare drags- us Into the actual world of the 
demonic. 44
The supernatural and demonic element is established at the start of 
Maobeth by the witches' greeting and the raging atorn, and these,
42*Von Friesen remarks that such superstitions still exiated at
the time he was writing.
jf«3
*Von Friesen defines these terms as follows: "l'y 'Weltbewusataein' 
I mean the relationship that naturally exista between every 
spiritual orgaric life down to Its lowast forrr and the entire 
organic creation, a relationship that operates the more directly 
and powerfully the deeper the spiritual life stands, but which 
must give way to 'Gottesbewusstsein', which forces its way in 
from above, so to apeak, with the growth and cultivation of the 
spiritual life." ( p.202)
44 *Von Friesen, pp. 200-3. He recalls that Schlegel considered that
in this respect nothing greater had been written since
The EumeKJLde.j, of Aeschylus; von Friesen would like to add to
this most of Sophocles.
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together with the speed of the action, are reminiscent of The Bumenides. 
The violence of nature is matched by the speed and violence of the action. 
The months-long darkening of the sun and the unnatural rage of Duncan's 
horse are taken from the Chronicle, where, however, they are connected 
with Duffe's murder and not that of Dunoan. The image of the falcon 
being overcome by a common owl is strongly reminiscent of Kriemhilde's 
dream in the Nibelung legend. All are infected by the Infernal magic, 
for after Duncan's murder everyone forgets that "talcola is the legiti­ 
mate heir to the throne. 4*'
Shakespeare does not depict the errors, passions and delusions of 
individuals bat rather those of mankind in general at a certain point 
in time. The whole of mankind is sometimes seized by an error or wekk-
neas which at other times under different circumstances would be quite
sniy 
unthinkable; but at this time it is not possible but inevitable. Von
Friesen instances the naturalism in Germany which developed into 
superstitious necromancy and spiritualIsr at the end of the 18th century. 
He goes on to says "We have in our own literary history a chapter where 
even the most gifted spirits used this emotional tendency for poetic
45 'This reference to the Nibelungs suggest that von Friesen sees
.Hfacb«th almost as a Teutonic legend instead of in purely 
Shakespearian terns. The references to Classical tragedy also 
indicate that he is trying to relate Shakespeare to a much wider 
tradition.
48 *Von Friesen, pp. 203-4.
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creation*. And I believe that it is precisely here that we may the more 
justly recall this temporary confusion, because It contributes to the 
evidence of the ineradicable passion in human nature to get In touch with 
the demonic element, in other word* with the 'Weltgeist' ir
The climax of magic ecstasy is reached with the murder of Duncan and 
the following scenes of Act II, and a decline sets 1 a at the beginning 
of Act III. What follows is the consequence not of derco.Ho influence 
but of human passion. The Witches, who before spoke unbidden, now have 
alnost tope coerced. There is a change of atmosphere in the scenes set 
in England, while the scene between Lennox and another Lord (III, vi) shows 
a return of that cosposure which earlier night have prevented Macbath's 
usurpation. This is not a conscious idea on Shakespeare's part but is 
implicit in his initial conception of the play. 48
Only once again in the play does the deraciic idea return: in the 
sleep-walking scene. One wight well believe that 3aa lies pe are wrote the 
whole play with this scene specially in mind, because from the moment 
that Duncan is murdered in his sleep, sleep becomes a recurrent theme, 
perhaps as though it were a condition in which the "tfeltbewusstsein" 
was most effective and best able to offer resistance to the "Gottesbe-
47*Von Friesen, p. 206.
48*7on Friesen, pp 20676
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wusstseln". 4*
Too little attention is paid to the way Shakespeare differentiates 
between the inherent traits of his characters and what is conditioned 
by environment and circumstance. A clear distinction is drawn by 
Aristotle which von Friesen admits is not wholly applicable here. 
Nevertheless he claims to differentiate between what is original and 
peculiar (Charakter) and the direction that is given to this (Gesinnung). 
In tragic characters there is always a conflict between these two 
elesents.
It is important to avoid confusion between these in the considera­ 
tion of the characters of Mpcbeth and Lady Macbeth. They embody 
extreme spiritual contrasts. It can be justly maintained th»t Macbeth 
is only brave under certain conditions, that fundamentally he is a 
coward. Certainly he is lacking in political courage, or else he has 
nothing noble in him and is notivated only by criminal ambition and 
repulsive egotism, One may reproach ^arty Macb«th. with cruel hardness 
of heart and terrible composure in crime; but it ™-«t be admitted that 
all these are not so nneh realities of her inner being, but rather the 
actions of a character -»kich s'as originally noblp but which hss been
48 *Von Friesen, p. 206.
SO'Von Friesen, p. 207.
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changed into its opposite as the result of a fatal pressure.
Von Friesen speaks of Hacbeth's sensitivity to Nature, especially 
changes, and quotes examples of Nature imagery from Ifaebeth's speeches 
to support his argument. He maintains that Macbeth's words before he 
has reached the decision to murder Duncan point to a very strong 
consciousness of God. He agrees with Ulrici that the language of the 
English dramatists is a dialogue throughout, and that even the soliloquies 
are a kind of conversation between the speaker and his relationships 
with the outside world, his situation and circumstances, his plans 
and intentions. Thus macbeth's soliloquy in Act II shows the two sides 
of his soul at war with each other, his "Charakter" and his "Gasinnung". 
Hence it is quite clear why the Witches' greeting and the partial 
fulfilment of their prophecy have such an effect on him whereas Banquo 
is not affected in the same way. The Witches' power over Macbeth is 
not an absolutljey fatalistic one; he is not entirely deprived of free­ 
will. Banquo is an observer of Nature rather than involved in it like 
Macbeth. This detachment, which causes him to be caught in the wheel 
of destiny, helps, by the contrast it offers, to explain Macbeth's 
downfall. 52
Von Friesen, pp. 207-8. 
52«Von Friesen, pp. 208-11.
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Admittedly Macbeth has an ambitious nature; but enchantment is 
necessary to drive hi* to crime. Prior to the action of the play Macbeth 
is a courageous character; his lack of decision in the play is not due 
to cowardice but to a magic influence. Had he been able to show his 
former courage in resisting the Witches, the tragedy would never have 
occulted. His determination to fulfil the Witches' prophecy is soon 
overthrown. This determination was formed by Macbeth alone: Lady 
Macbeth first learns of it by letter. His will fluctuates, and his 
vision of the dagger is the result of emotional conflict and of demonic 
influence. But real fear only enters at the beginning of Act III, when 
he reveals his broken spirit and his insecurity. The cause of this 
is not inherent cowardice of exclusive egotism but rather the constant 
consciousness of the curse of damnation, a consciousness that, 
immediately after the murder, is bound to wrench his spirit from its 
normal course.
The confusion of Macbeth 1 s stricken conscience causes him to try the 
wrong remedies. He claims to be glad at the news of Banquo's death, but 
in thinking of him he lays himself open to the vision of Banquo's ghost. 
Like the second appearance of the ghost in Hamlet this is a vision 
visible to one person only. In each case the audience is intended to
53 i u.
Von Frlesen, pp. 211-3. This section of the argjement is
illustrated by references to the text.
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share the tragic character's inmost experiences. We are supposed to 
feel that Hacbeth's state of mind is responsible for his actions and 
utterences, that his "Charakter" has been overpowered by his "Gesinnung". 
He exhibits a disturbed balance rather than an innate tendency to the 
demonic. Thus the Witches are not merely a poetic aid but are necessary 
to the overthrow of Ifitcbeth. Indeed Hecate complains that he is not yet 
completely won over to Hell. 54 The climax seems to be reached in IV, i. 
As soon as the Witches disappear Macbeth speaks of a whole range of crimes 
he will commit, all of then quite without point, and Shakespeare concent­ 
rates on the senselessness of these atrocities rather than on their cruelty. 
At the same time he stresses the sufferings of the innocent.
Macbeth's thought becomes progressively more inhuman and his 
wode of expression trivial and crude. Yet signs of the struggle 
between the godly and the demonic can be found quite late in the 
play. It is when he learns of his wife's death that it becomes fully
apparent how low he has sunk. Although earlier he had tried to spare
56 her his further atrocities all his love for her is now quite dead.
Von Friesen then turns his attention to Lady Macbeth. The usual
*Von Friesen does not question the authenticity of this scene. 
55 •Von Friesen, pp. 214-7. 
58> Von Friesen, pp. 217-8.
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view of her, he claim*, is that she is not human at all. It is 
maintained that Shakespeare's picture of her cannot arouse any sympathy, 
although the performance of an actress may. 8''
This position is untenable* argues von Friesen. Shakespeare's 
original must be capable of arousing sympathy. If it were possible to 
regard Lady Ifecbeth as a "nordic Fury" or an "arch-witeh", or if "heroic 
ferocity** could be ascribed to her, and she could be compared to 
Fredegunde or Brunhilde, then the threads would be lacking that bind 
the human imagination to this picture in admiration and sympathy, for 
Shakespeare would have created something violently opposed to his
CO
unceasing effort to hold a mirror up to Nature.
The anti-romantic critics, who included Gervinus, Kreyssig, 
Goethe, Simroek and Hiecke, attacked those who found anything redeeming 
in Lady Macbeth, possibly because they were influenced by Schiller's 
arrangement of the play. Von Friesen thinks that both Macbeth and 
Lady Macbeth are young, and that Lady Macbeth could hardly influence her 
husband as she does unless she had a softer side to her character."59
57 Here von Friesen quotes at some length from a description of 
3fadame Nouseul's rendering of the role on 3rd October, 1778, in 
Berlin.
58 'Von Friesen, pp. 219-21. 
59 *Von Friesen, pp. 221-5.
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The historical Lady Macbeth was the granddaughter of Kenneth IV, who 
was killed fighting Malcolm II, Duncan's father, in 1003^ She therefore 
acted largely out of vengeance* But Shakespeare is silent about this: 
he wants to attach a different significance to Lady Macbeth* She Is 
originally a noble character, but she gives way to passion and - like 
Macbeth - the external influence of the Witches' prophecy. This, von 
Friesen maintains, is the true significance of her first appearance. 
Bodenstedt is right in arguing that ths decision to murder Duncan comes 
from Macbeth and not his wife, who is moved by his letter In the same 
way as he is by the Witches.
Lady Jfacbeth is completely overwhelmed by the announcement of 
Duncan*s arrival. If she had taken the decision to murder in cold 
blood there would have been no need to call on the spirits to aid her; 
this in itself is a sign of demonic influence. The way in which she 
addresses her husband in the scene where she welcomes Duncan is to be
seen as the result of that versatility and tractability which are general
61qualities in women. Her greeting of Duncan is unnaturally warm: the
Wvjre historical evidence suggests that visits fror. kings -a*-e-expensive and
eo«Von Frieser,, p. 228.
Friesen makes a number of interesting and amusing comments 
about the general nature of women, most of them without any 
scientific foundation.
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were regarded as a burden rather than a privilege. This behaviour is
fl2the result of her nervous atate of mind.
The crucial scene which follows is visually regarded as showing the 
demonic power which has possessed Lady Macbeth and her premeditated 
wickedness. This is nothing else than that original female, or perhaps 
one should say womanish, tenacity with which a woman, far more than a 
man, insists on the execution of a scheme which she regards as already 
settled; the delusion of the ferrale reason whereby, once something has 
been assumed, every doubt, every objection, every contradiction is 
passionately rejected, and out of which not infrequently* if only the 
intention Is & noble one, a more than manly heroism springs. Lady 
Macbeth is 6|s determined to fulfil her oath that she says she would 
even sacrifice her own child, but there is no Indication that she is in 
fact capabl? of this. There are no grounds in her words for supposing 
that she is more to blame than her husband. 5he appeals to hla love 
for her, and this is not surprising so long as we do not doubt that she 
values his love because she herself has the deepest love for him. che 
appeals also to bis courages he must not be a coward. Von Friesen looks 
in vain for any motive other than that she does not wish to see the man vf 
her affections in a light that would appear to her, blinded by her criminal 
tendencies, as a matter for reproach. There is no reason in this speech
62*Von Friesen, pp. 228-30.
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to suppose that she is fundamentally wicked, but on the stage it i» often
|B*|
delivered as though she were so.
The details of the plan are an expression of female carelessness 
in the boat of passion. J^betU only agrees to the plan because he is 
already to deeply committed that very little is needed to persuade him 
completely. There is mutual understanding in the hastily conceived 
plan. Indeed it is so hasty that it is pointless and thoughtless, since 
Malcolm, now Prince of Cumberland , stands between Siacbeth aad the throne. 
"chiller misunderstood the situation and in his version of the play 
Inserted a rpferenc-j to the prior claims of Malcolm and Oonalbain.
Shakespeare, however, intends to show Macbeth and his wife MS so
04bewitched and impassioned that they are not conscious of this obstacle.
It is significant that Lady Macbeth makes the preparations for 
Duncan's murder while Banquo Is still awake and that the deed is 
carried out at the signal of a bell just before the arrival of ftfecduff. 
These are not tl:o actions of a person of perception and composure. The 
hasty action of the plot shows that Lady Macbeth. has a woman's inability
to appreciate danger and a woman's determination to carry out her
05.resolution.
83 *Von Friesen, pp. 230-1.
640 Von Friesen, pp. 232-3. 
bb~ 
"***Vort Friesen, pp. 233-4.
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The fact that Lady i&cbeth could not murder Duncan with her own 
hand because in his sleep he resembled her father is evidence that she 
does not have the strength o* will that she claims, 'he is seized by 
anxiety and is quite disconcerted when Maebeth appears at the top of 
the stairs. If she were the Fury that aany believe she would have 
hastened to him to urge him to action instead of uttering the words of 
fear that she does. Some critics think that she shows cold-blooded 
composure after the murder, but the brotcei exchanges between her and her 
husband prove the contrary. Compared with "«acbeth her composure is 
i'orced. She forces herself because her feminine instinct makes her do 
so in tae presence or aer husband. But she is not very successful: It 
Is some time before she notices the daggers in Maebeth 's hands. This 
shows lack of observation, not a cold cruelty, and is in full accordance 
with Shakespeare's plan to show a potentially noble creature sink Into
mft
the depth of wickedness.
Lady Maebeth 's weak response to the news of Duncan 's murder is 
further evidence of her lack of composure. From this point on she fades 
into tha bacKgraund. Some critics, iaclullng Ge vir.us, who see her as 
ambitious and cruel, come nearer to the Romantics at this point, but 
few see that her silence is more eloquent of her disturbed spirit than
Friesen, pp. 234-«.
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any words could be. Both ifecbeth and Lady Uacbeth suffer a guilty 
conscience in silence; they are unable to communicate with each other. 
Lady Maebeth is hardly able to greet her husband's guests at the banquet 
and gives a most unliejkly explanation of his strange behaviour. When 
she tries to calm him she petitions the dagger, a thoughless remark, since 
it is a source of dreadful memory to them both. 67
She does not wish to be queen merely out of ambition. If this were 
so Shakespeare would have made it much clearer, as he does with such 
characters as Goneril, Began and Margaret of Anjou, particularly as 
there is plenty of justification for this view in Holinshed. Her 
silence is the result of her grief at the unhappy condition of Uacbeth - 
indeed some have accused the Romantics of making of her a martyr to an 
excessive love of her husband. Yet it does not require very much know­ 
ledge of the world and human life to realise that women of a passionate 
sensitivity in their love for their husbands abandon themselves 
completely and the slightest wish of the husband becomes a law, so that 
in their almost instinctive enthusiasm they then, in favourable circum­ 
stances, perform the highest and noblest acts,but, under fatal 
influences, they can plunge into the deepest depravity. It is natural 
that in such conditions the sense the two individuals have of living 
together is of paramount importance for the maintenance of the wife's
Priesen, pp. 236-7
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mental stability. Lady Utcbeth is able to keep going so long as she 
has the hop* that she is of value and importance to Macbeth, the 
object of her passion. But he moves ever further away from her: his 
secrecy about the proposed murder of Banquo is no act of kindness but 
a symptom of neglect. Lady Macbeth loses her self-possession as she 
loses unity with her husband. It is interesting that she starts to walk 
in her sleep when the king goes to the wars.
Von Friesen maintains that the steep-walking scene is the key to 
the understanding of Lady Macbeth. There is nothing in her character 
that is untrue to life, and hence she arouses sympathy. "Sleep" is a 
significant image In the play: Shakespeare shows how important sleep 
is for -^he-mental heljath and how passionate delusion is consistent with 
somnambulism. Lady Macbeth's actions are the consequences of an 
unusually sensitive spiritual constitution suggesting from a highly- 
strung imagination and a passionate love, rather than of someone who Is
by 
naturally inclined to evil temperament. In the sleep-walking scene she
lives through the past of which she is afraid, but which she could 
conceal so long as she could believe in a spiritual companionship with
an
her husband.
68 *Von Friesen, pp. 237-9.
69 'Von Friesen, pp. 239-40.
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Von Friesen conclude* that it !• therefore the duty of the actress 
who plays Lady Macbeth to minimise the horror she arouses. She must 
not appear as a nordic Fury or a monster, nor must she seem to be a 
paragon of virtue or a martyr to excessive love of her husband. She 
should be shown as 9 woman, capable of the highest achievements, but 
Infected by nagic and blindness of passion, which cause moral depravity, 
who thus, despite the horror of her crime, arouses the Inmost sympathy
of the audience.70
The psychology of Freiherrvon Friesen's article may seem primitive
by modern standards, particularly as regards its constant preoccupation 
with demonic influences and with magic* But ik is important to remember 
that not only was Shakespeare writing at a time when such agencies were 
regarded as very real but von Friesen himself lived in an age that was 
still greatly under the influence of Goethe's Faust and was permeated 
by the Romantic magic of the operas of Weber and Marschner and the 
great nordlc myths of Wagner. With the advent of Freud much of Macbeth 
could be interpreted in quite different terms, and von Friesen's essay 
is very much the product of his time and the country in which he lived. 
Yet it is precisely because it is so that it lacks validity today, not 
because it is in any way deficient in thoroughness or sensitivity of 
appreciation.
7Q*Von. Friesen, p. 241.
5: Com'RASTS DBAWN BETWEEN ENGLAND 
AND GERMANY.
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5i Contracts drawn between England and Permany.
One justification for studying the criticism which on* country 
devotes to an author belonging to another ie that it sometimes suggests 
new methods of approach. It is certainly true that the work of Schlegel 
and Leasing caused English critics in the 10th century to view Shakes­ 
peare in a new light. In one sense, then, it ia obvious that a study of 
the Sfaakespeare-Jahrbuch will reveal contrasts between England and 
Germany. The most marked of these have already been discussed in some 
detail. But these contrasts are those of approach; they are implied 
rather than openly stated. We must now turn our attention to something 
quite different: the contrasts which some critics have explicitly 
drawn between England and Germany.
The Deutsche Sbaksspeare-Geseilschaft felt at the beginning that it 
had to Justify its own existence. It was considered unpatriotic to have 
a society devoted solely to the study of a foreign author, and it is not 
hard to understand why. The German language had only comparatively 
recently become respectable. Frederick the Great had spoken French, 
maintaining that German was too unrefined for use at Court. It was due 
largely to the efforts of such writers as Lessing, Schiller and Goethe 
that German had at last been accepted as a la-igua,;« worthy of Germany. 
Perhaps even more important, Germany now had the foundations of a 
great literature, and in Goethe, who had died barely thirty years
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before the foundation of the Deutsche Shakespeare-Gesellschaft, It had 
achieved one of the greatest writers of all times. The foundation of 
the society* therefore, must have appeared rather as a stab in the back 
for German culture.
The argument for the defence was rather what one might have expected: 
Shakespeare himself was really a German, at any rate in spirit If not 
technically. The extreme expression of this idea is. strictly speaking 
outside the scope of this survey, but it cones as a climax to German 
nationalism in the period under consideration. In 1915 Gerhart 
Uauptmann went so far as to suggest that Shakespeare; was more German than 
English, and that had he been living at that tine he would have supported 
Germany in her fight against English imperialism.* In fairness to 
Hauptmann it must be pointed out that this was not his usual tenor of 
approach, and that until well after 1918 contributors to the Jahrbuch 
were most bitter in their attitude towards England.
But the philosophy behind this claim was no new ona. The founder 
of the Deutsche Shakespnarcv-Gesellschaft, Wilhelm OechelhSuser, in his 
article, "Die Wurdisrunar ?hakespeares in England and Deutschland", 
had claimed that the Germans were more true to the ideas of Shakespeare 
than his compatriots. The Germans had taken possession of "hakespeare
"Deutschland und Shakespeare. Geleitwort," Jahrbuch. UL (1915)
vil-xii.
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and he had become a German national, «n adopted son of the German soul. 2 
The sane article contain* a vituperative attack on the English "Establish­ 
ment" » Parliament and the Church of England are particular target* fc- 
Oechelh^user, who accuses then of bigotry and hypocrisy. Germany, he
maintains, is quite different. An English Weimar would be quite inconcei->
vable. 4
He argues that, although till recently there had been less political 
freedom in Germany than there was in England, Germany had far greater 
spiritual freedom. The Germans had freed themselves by education and 
scholarship. Their universities were the bulwarks of spiritual freedom, 
whorsas Cambridge and Oxford were still hotbeds of political and
*
religious superstition. When political freedom came to Germany it was 
ready for it, and in education and humanity it was now ahead of England. 
Similarly, in Germany there existed a true Christianity as against the
2* Jabrbuch, XX (1885), 67.
3 * Oechelhffuaer, pp. 58-62.
4 * OechelhSnser, p. «4.
OechelhXuser, p. 64. This argument is a gross exaggeration 
of the true position; but is is true that von Humboldt's 
reform had given the German universities a new lease of life 
and that Oxford and Cambridge were Still very conservative.
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formal dognatism of the English. 0
OechelhKuser than turns his attention to the German theatre and
German criticism. Ha claims that the German theatre was much livelier 
than its English counterpart. 7 This seems to be another of Oechelhffuser's 
over-simplifications. It is true that there were more performances of 
Shakespeare's plays in Germany than in England, but this is largely 
because there were then, as there are today, more major theatres in 
Germany; Germany was a union of what had formerly been a large number of 
separate states, each with its own Court Theatre. So far as originality 
of production is concerned there seems to be very little remarkable 
apart from the work of the Saxe-Msiningen players, until the advent of 
Max Reinhardt in Berlin at the beginning of this century. He speaks 
also of the advantages of the modern German translations. This is a 
very odd argument: while it must be admitted that the Germans have 
often been extremely fortunate in their translations of Shakespeare - 
that of Schler:ol Is something of a literary masterpiece in its own 
right - it surely cannot be maintained that these are superior to the 
original. OechelhKuser argues that these translations brought
'Oechelhluser, p. 65. The Oxford Movement was hardly likely to 
attract the approbation of a German Protestant, and indeed 
Oechelhffuser completely ignores it.
^'OechelhJfuser, p. 65.
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Shakespeare to a larger potential audience than he had in England, 8 
but he does not adduce any evidence to support this.
When he deals with the contribution made by the German critics 
OechelhSuBer is on much safer ground. He points out that such critics 
as Coleridge and A. Ramsay9 had acknowledged their indebtedness to the 
work of LessinglO and Jchlegel. 11 These had been the first to show a 
true understanding of Shakespeare's regularity and beauty, whereas 
the authorities o; the previous century, such people as ^teevens, Malone 
and Johnson, hid adopted Voltaire's standpoint and criticised Shakes­ 
peare for hi*f breaches of taste and sound understanding in those matters 
where in fact his achievement is at its highest. 12
a »
"•Oechelhauser, p. 66.
^•Arthur Ramsay was the author of an article on "Shakjtepere in
Gerwany", which appeared over the initials A.R. in Charles Knight's 
The Pictorial Edition of the forks of Shak^apere. Vol. 7. 
(London 1842), 403-24.
G. E. Lessing's most important criticism is contained in his 
Hamburg!sche_Pramaturgie (17 §7-8).
•There is a marked parallel between th* criticism of Coleridge and 
A.W. Schlefjsl's Vorlesungen Uber dramatische Kunst und Literatur 
(1809-1811), but it is impossible to say with certainty exactly 
how much each owes to the other.
12*0echelha'ussr. p. 88. This led to the opposite extreme, especi­ 
ally in Germany, and it became unfashionable to suggest that 
Shakespeare was ever anything but perfect.
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earlier 
Only • f*w years laten Oervinus had made very similar claims. He
too claimed that Shakespeare had become a naturalised subject, 1 but 
admitted that he had been a stranger for two centuries.*-4
A similar idea is found in Karl Elze's "Shakespeare's Gsltjiung fflr 
die Gegenwart". 15 He maintains that Shakespeare is more suited to the 
German stage of his time than Classical or Medieval drama, since he is 
more easily understood. 1 Elze argues that he and his contenporaries 
were living in the same cultural era as Shakespeare, and he goes on to 
Show In detail how Shakespeare's England is like the Germany of his own 
time.17
After claiming that Shakespeare is superior to the French drama 
Elze explains why his plays were seldom performed in England. There 
was, he argues, a Puritan element in England that was opposed to the 
theatre on principle. The theatre was visited only by the lower strata 
of society, the opera being an exception to this rule, and such people 
preferred sensation and low comedy. Hence dramatists tended to write 
for the salon rather than the stage, and their works were intended for
13> G.G. Gervinus, Hgndel und Shakespeare (Leipzig, 1863), p.33.
14'Gervinus, p. 332.
15. Jahrbuch, II (1867), 96-123.
I8*81ae, pp. 102-4.
17 »Elae, pp. 104-6.
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reading rather than acting. Elze also points out that the plays of 
Goethe and Schiller were seldom performed on the German stage.19
Shakespeare has become the property of the German people, Elze 
maintains, through his influence on German writers. Even Goethe 
and Schiller would not have been what they were without Shakespeare, 
and this influence will go on asserting itself in German literature in 
the future. Hence it is important that German dranatisls, poets and 
scholars should study Shakespeare as their model. In a final peroration 
Size proclaims: "Others have recognised or at least suspected that 
Shakespeare was a genius, but the world has the Germans to thank for 
his recognition as an artist. Our scholarship has discovered the rules 
of his art."19
Alois Brandl describes an Interesting conversation he had with 
Kaiser Wilhelm XI in 1910. The occasion of this meeting is described 
elsewhere in this survey, 21 The Kaiser went on to discuss with Brandl 
Shakespeare's Histories and to express his regret that no German drama­ 
tist had ever written thus about German history. Brandl suggested that
l8 *Elze, pp. Ill-U 
l9 -Elze, p. 121.
2°*ftr^schen Inn und Thease (Berlin, 1936), pp. 263-5.
21 'See p.65" above.
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Wildenbrueh hud at least Mde a start, but the Kaiser brushed this aside 
with the remark that Wildenbrueh had never depicted a woman who was true 
to life. His parting words to Brandl were that he should use 
Shakespeare's spirit and humour to influence the students according to 
his (the Kaiser's) intentions. 22 The clear implication of all this 
is that, although there might be differences between Shakespeare and the 
Gasman writers, Shakespeare was a better political example for German 
youth. It is also yet another example of how many Germans allowed their 
approach to literature to be coloured by considerations that were them­ 
selves wholly Irrelevant to literature.
A more overtly political comparison of England and Germany - and, 
in the light of subsequent history, a more dangerous one - was made by 
W. Frans^ in the second edition of his Shakespeare-Graramatik. 23
The Englishman derives the conciseness of his philosphy of 
l£ife, his strength of purpose, partly from his success in the 
colonies. He is a Briton, wherever he may be. He is not accus­ 
tomed to discard peculiar characteristics in a foreign surround­ 
ing, but rather to accentuate them. He is therefore the most
22 * Brandl, pp. 264-5. This could only mean that they were to be 
faithful soldiers, true Protestants, and supporters of art and 
science.
, 1909. The first edition of this appeared in 1898-1900. 
tt went through three editions and was fundamentally revised 
and rewritten for a fourth, which appeared in 1039 as Die sprache 
la Vers un4 Brosa. unter ergcksichtigyng de.s
Ameri kanisehen. entwicklungageschichtlich darkest el It.
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successful propagator of his own language. His culture is 
distinguished by its power, humanity and freedom; it protects 
and promotes. It brings to those whom it governs and subjects 
•ore than it demands from then, and thus it works *omagnetically 
o« the Teutons who settle on British soil.
The English owe their position as a world power far more to 
their political freedom than to their situation on an island. For 
in the waddle Ages they waged war on land and had no control of 
the sea. This political freedom was achieved by a long, hard 
struggle In the 17th century. The courageous individual, eager 
for action, fought the battles and conquered and colonised the 
foreign lands. The Teuton gave him the courage, the power and 
the perseverance, the Puritan the unbending will and the firm 
principles of duty and justice* The Teutonic character has been 
regenerated and intensified twice in the British people, for 
both the Danes and the Vormans were Teutons. In the intensif­ 
ication of Teutonism lies the fulness of strength of the indiv­ 
idual who has made both people and language. 24
Our reaction today to such remarks is greatly conditioned by 
comparatively recent history, and it is important to realise that 
Franc wrote against a very different background. This was a period when 
there was a growing interest in the nature of race and the new science 
of ethnology, and Franz's argument was by no means revolutionary.
But, significant as these crude political comparisons may be in 
warning the modern scholar of the emotions that lie behind a great deal 
of the cJlrticism of this time, there is more interesting material to be 
found in some of the Interpretations of Shakespeare's works. Here there 
are parallels drawn and comparisons made that are typically German.
24 'Franz, pp. 17-18.
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In the first place it 1» not at all uncommon to find reference* to 
Goethe, although he has very little in common with Shakespeare except 
for his undoubted genius and unquestioned reputation. These reference* 
are usually to Faust, which, as will be shown later, is a singularly 
inapposite choice for comparisons. It must be admitted that Faust odgra 
a great deal to Shakespeare, especially to T Ia;alot_. and that Goethe did 
nuch towards promoti v th« cause of Shakespeare in Germany; but care must 
be taken not to assume that the connection necessarily goes any deeper
than this. Goethe and Shakespeare were both great writers, but to
25suggest that they were basically similar is to do them both a disservice.
H. A. Werner makes an interesting comparison between Shakespeare, 
Goethe, and Aeschylus. After remarking that Hamlet is "nordic" in spirit 
and that much of it takes place at night, he /.nes on to speak of the 
hero. There are, he claims two other examples of the same inner 
character and the same outer circumstances: Prometheus and Faust. As 
Prometheus is the mystery of heathen antiquity, so is Faust that of the 
Germanic, Christian world. Both are in conflict, physically and in the 
realm of ideas, with the world around them, and it is this external 
conflict which leads to an inner conflict within the soul of the hero.
23 *It is interesting to note that the Shakespeare monument erected 
by the Deutsche Shakespeare-Geselischaft in 1904 is situated 
opposite Goethe's sussMr-house in Weimair.
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Having said this he admit* that while both Faust and Prometheus open 
their heart* and Invite us to look into the depths of their souls, 
Hamlet behaves quite differently. 26 Yet what Werner apparently fails 
to appreciate is that Faust is fundamentally different from Hamlet in 
that his conflict is an intellectual one, he is the scholar who is 
driven to question the whole basis and purpose of his knowledge. As such 
his problem is rather easier to describe - even though it may require 
a lengthy explanation - than the more complex emotional, spiritual, and 
psychological dilemma of Hamlet.
Goethe's most famous Shakespearian criticism is his discussion of 
Hamlet in Wllhelm Malsters Lehrjah-*. 27 This is often highly individual 
in its approach and It semms to be one major reason why So much energy 
and attention was devoted to Ham]et by later German critics. For 
example, according to Karl Warder Goethe did not go far enough, for 
Hamlet should be seen as a man who is entirely the victim of circum-
90stances, and whose character is without any flaw whatsoever. 4
An Interesting comparison between tyacbeth and Wallenstein is made
2«."ftber das Punkel In der Hamlet-TrasBdle, H J_ahrbuch. V (1370),
37-9
37 * 1785.
23. vVolesuniren flber Shakesneares Hamlet, geiialten an der Univereitgt
zu Berlin (Berlin, 1875), pp. 32-3.
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by Walter Bormann. He point* out that both plays are tragedies of 
ambition, but that in Wallenstein even the demonic characters have a 
friendly light in their eyes, whereas Macbeth is characterized by sheer 
nocturnal darkness. Referring to the contrast drawn by W. Wetr between
»
Shakespearan Renaissance drama and German Classical drama he argues that 
this difference is nowhere more striking than in ths comparison of Macbeth, 
quite unconsciously moving from one crime to the next, and Schiller's
hero, consciously weighing up the grounds of his actions over a long
29 period. Although Gornann illustrates his argument with one or two
quotations from Macbeth. this is basically a subjective comparison, with 
which one may or may not agree: it does not really add anything useful 
to the reader's understanding of Macbeth.
B. Suphan and 6.6. Hens*31 both trace in some detail the influence 
of Shakespeare on German writers. Suphan deals mainly with Leasing, 
Wieland, Claudius, Herder, Lenz and Goethe. His article Is of interest 
mainly in the way it shows the development of an uncritical admiration 
of Shakespeare in such writers as Wieland and how this grew out of a 
reaction against Gottsched, the advocate of the French theatre, which
29 »"-innbildliches im - kcbetfa"-." Jahrbucfa. XLVII (1911), 124-5.
30 "'Shakespeare im Anbruch der klassischen Zeit unserer Literatur," 
Jahrbtuh. XXV (1800), 1-20.
3l "*D»utsohe Dichtsr in ihrem VerhUltnis su Shakespeare," To.Krbuch 
V (1870), 107-47, and VI (1871), 83-128.
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was initiated by Leasing.
Hense's analysis !• wore discerning. He argues that th« influence 
of Shakespeare on German writers has varied from one period to another.*2 
Thus the writers of the "Stum und Drang**83 were attracted by the realism 
of Shakespeare's plays a« they understood it and by the exalted passions 
of his characters. 34 Klinger was also fascinated by thp revenge-tragedies, 
and these became the motive behind Schiller's T>ie_ Rfubpr. and Kabale und 
Liebe. He rise comperes the character of Franz von Moor in the former 
to Richard III and Edmund and that of Ferdinand in the latter to Othello, 
tie suggests that there are plenty of other similar examples to be found 
in the works of Schiller. 35
It is claimed that Leasing saw Shakespeare as a nationalist writer, 
and that, being; concerned with Shakespeare as a dramatist, he had a high 
regard for what was natural and individual in Shakespeare's characters.
Hense then turns his attention to Goethe. Goethe is interested in 
th<9 psychological depths of Shakespeare's characters, and this is apparent
32 •Hense, "Deutsche Dichter I," p. 107.
^*Hense mentions especially Reinhold Lenz, Abler ''Oiler and Maxim
Klinger.
94 Henee, "Deutsche Dichtor I," pp. 112-7. 
8S *Hense, "Deutsche Dichter I," pp. 110-125.
3fi 'Hense, "Deutsche Dichter I," pp. 127-30.
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•van in Gb'tg yon aerltcjiingen. an early play of th* "Sturm und Drang" 
period. Goethe's great interest in Hamlet la discussed, and apart from 
the obvious reference to Wilhelm Maister Hense also mentions the 
melancholy of Werther and points to certain details in Claytap. He also 
points out that Faust, like Hamlet, is tempted to commit suicide, and that 
Wilhelm Maister is very similar to Hamlet In that he prefers thought to 
action. 37
In the second of his articles Hense returns to c chiller and discusses 
the different attitudes of Schiller and Shakespeare to history. He draws 
many comparisons between individual characters and then makes the 
somewhat surprising statement that Shakespeare was free in his adapta­ 
tion of historical facts, producing suitably patriotic conclusions to 
King Lear and cyaibeline and making a more patriotic King John. He also 
discusses Shakespeare's portrayal of Joan of Arc, which is hardly typical, 
and draws the conclusion that Shakespeare's objectivity was subservient to
•90
his patriotism. * This seems particularly perverse in a discussion of 
Schiller, for few dramatists have been as free in their adaptation of 
history for their own ends as Schiller, who is himself a classic example 
of a writer who used history as a starting point for dramas that often 
bore little relation to the facts.
37 • Hense, ">>•.-<tsche Dichter I," pp. 133-3. 
38 »Hense, "Deutsche Dichter II, w pp. 88-90.
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Of the Romantics dense remarks that they were especially fascinated 
by the fairy-tale element in Shakespeare. He mentions especially 
Wieland's predeliotion •+£• A MJd*'ffTtnftr Night's Dreamland Tieck's 
interest in the same play and in The Tempest. He also reminds us that 
the Intermezzo in Faust is entitled "Walpurgisnachtstraum oder Oberon'e 
und Tltania's goldne Rochseit". 39
Whatever may be thought of Hense's generalisations, it 
cannot be denied that he has done his work thoroughly. Yet this is not
really a oontribution to the understanding of Shakespeare but to the
40 Study of German literature.
Karl Elze was a critic who enjoyed a great reputation during his 
own lifetime. 41 His article "Shakespeare's Charakter, seine Welt- und 
Lebensanschauung"43 *s interesting more for what it seeks to do than 
for what it actually achieves. The key to Bice's attitude is to be 
found in his conclusion where he claims that Shakespeare is a guide to
39 'Hense, "Deutsche Dichter II", pp. 93-103.
most thorough discussion of Shakespeare's influence on 
German writers up to and including Goethe is Friedrich Gundolf's 
Shakespeare und der deutsche Go 1st (Berlin,
41 'See L. Dora Schmitz's preface to he* translation of a selection 
of El»e's essays - Karl fels<=, Essays on Shakespeare (London, 1874)
42»Jahrbucfa. X (1875), 75-128.
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43 living for all men. He dismisses the attempt* made to characterise
Shakespeare as a royalist and as a herald of the so-called Christian- 
Teutonic state, and argues that he had no more respect for the mantle 
of a king than for the vestnents of a priest. The point is made that
Shakespeare liked to nook officials, and that as in the higher ranks
44 
absolutist leads to madness, so in the lover it leads to ridiculousness.
Bice answers the accusation that Shakespeare neglected the middle-class
and favoured the aristocracy with the argument that in Shakespeare's
45 time the middle-class was not so developed as it was later on. He
also claims for Shakespeare that, although he was extremely patriotic, 
he was also fait towards other nations, and that there is no biassed or 
unjust one-sidedness in his works nor any nationalist hatred.
All this is very closely bound up with the moral approach to 
.Shakespeare, which, as is shown elsewhere, was characteristic of much 
of the German Shakespeare criticism of this time. But this concern with 
Shakespeare's attitude to such questions as government, class and 
nationalism is a phenomenon which is not surprising when seen against 
the background o* German society at this tine. It is difficult not to
43 'Elze. p. 126.
44 'Else. pp. 113-20.
46 'Eire. pp. 120-1. 
48'Elze. pp. 121-3.
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believe that Bice was taking an opportunity to comment on .the social and 
political attitudes of hi* own contemporaries. These are questions 
which were of less interest to English critics of this period.
There was considerable disagreement as to hew the eult of Shakes­
peare was relevant to Germany, and, as Albert Ladwig explains this led
v
to opposition to the founding of the Deutsche Shakespaare-Gesellschaft
and even to the setting up of a rival association in Dresden. This latter
\ 
body aimed to further the interests of dr ana tic writers and composers
and to maintain and enrich a worthy, and predominantly German, theatrical 
repertory, as well as to Improve dramatic art and dramaturgy. It was 
an odd programme for such an association, and it is hardly surprising 
that the more theoretical Deutsche Shakespeare-Gesellschaft which 'i \
V
more true to Shakespeare, survived, whereas its rival soon disappeared 
without trace.
Yet Oeehelhgusor himself, the founder of the society, saw 
Shakespeare as someone politically useful to Germany, a political writer 
rather than a cosmopolitan idealist, the study of whom woul ! not\ distract 
one from the spiritual struggle of the times but rather direct the
AQ
vision above the turmoil of what was merely transitory. At the
47 *"Die Deutsche Shakespeare-Gesellschaft. Ein ?flckblick Anlgsslich 
ihres SOJtfhrigen Sestehens," Jahrbuch . XL IX (1913), 12.
48< Ludwig, p. 6.
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banquet which folbwed the first annual general meeting of the Deutsehe 
Shakespeare-Oesellschaft the Grossherxog von ^achsen-Weimar claimed that 
Shakespeare was predominantly a poet of truth and nationalism and urged 
the society to work according to the sane spirit and aims in Germany. 
From the battlefield of Sehleswig-Holstein the German and English 
correspondents sent greetings to their Shakespearian "comrades", and, 
as Ludwig relates, the society strove in the following years to unite 
the sons of the related races under the banner of its hero. 49
One could dwell on this side of the society's existence for much 
longer, but enough has been said to show that it is to the credit of the 
members that, despite this attitude, the Deutsche Shakes peare-G«sellschaft 
was able to make a worthy contribution to the study of Shakespeare. It 
Should perhaps be mentioned here that one has only to read the various 
documents and speeches connected with the schism which developed between 
Weimar and Bo chum in 1963 in order to realise that; the situation today 
is not so vastly different from what it was a hundred years ago.
Hie study of Shakespeare was also considered to be educationally 
desirable. Wllhelm Oehlmann after referring to the subservience of the 
early German drama to that of Prance and Italy, reminds his readers that 
it was freed by Leasing in his Hamburgische IjramaturKie and by Goethe 
with his Oofo yon S3erlichingen. Some earlier critics had gone so far
49 'Ludwig, p.U.
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as to complain that Goethe's play was written in the *"buvai»e maniere'• U
anglaise". An iwportant feature was Goethr's discovery of r!amlet And 
Schiller'0 appreciation of the irtstories. Thus Shakespeare became the 
foundation and starting point of German national literature. 80 August 
Koberstein had previously stated substantially the same argument. 91 He 
too mentions Leasing 'a defence of Shakespeare and claims that Shakespeare 
freed German literature from artificiality. 52 Oehlmann refers to the 
importance of the realism in Shakespeare's characterization from the 
German point of view, since the Germans tended towards the fantastic and 
were inclined to turn their backs on reality. 5 *' Koberstein claims to 
see the influence of Shakespeare in a number of works, including
Minna von Barnhela. Emilia Galotti . Miss Sara Sampson . •'ot.g vpn
54 
. and Burger's Lenore. Unfortunately he do«s not expand
or explain what he means by this, so that this argument is of little 
worth.
From this Oehlmann concludes that the study of iiakespeare and the
500 "Shakespeare* Wert fflr unsere nationals Literature)," Jahrbuch. V 
(1870), 148-50.
31 • "Shakespeare in Deutschland," Jahrbuch. I (1S«5), 1-17. 
5a*Koberstein, pp. 6-8. 
53 • Oehlmann, p. 152.
54 *Xt>b«rstein, p. 16.
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English language IB of great inpr>r*.»'ie<=--. H* attacks what he regards as 
the undue prominences glvon to Lnttn and Greek at the Gymnasia. Ho believe* 
that this is ultimately harmful, since it leads to a state of Bind where 
other cultures receive no recognition at all. tt Is interesting to 
compare this with an article writ ten nany years later by J. D. Jones. 54 
Jones makes detailed references to the syllabuses and examination papers 
of the Oxford and Cambridge Local Examinations, but his article susrpests 
that the teaching of n>hakospeare in English schools was rather rudiment­ 
ary and in the main only optional.®'
An amusing account is given of the foundation of a Shakeepeare-Verein
at Halle by the students there. It appears that this came about quite 
casually. In the autumn of 1864 a group ^o five students, all of them 
interested in the arts, started to meet over tea to discuss matters of 
common interest. They also wrote poetry and entered their efforts in 
a book kept for this purpose. This lasted through the winter, and in 
the spring more members Joined. But the fine weather and pleasant 
surroundings of Halle demanded something more than merely drinking
55 '0ehlmann, p. 153.
S6«"Shakespeare in English Schools," Jahrbuch. XLII (1906), U3-H.
57 'It is salutary to be reminded that: "As yet Shakespeare has no 
place in the regular Eton curriculum. The Masters occasionally 
take their pupils through a play, but they do this on their own 
initiative." (p.125).
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together: the **Fheekrln*chen" became a "KegelkrtfnBeton" and met at 
Trotha, which was reached by a boat trip down the saale. But when 
the next winter came and the excursions were curtailed the problem arose 
as to what the activities of the group should be. Eventually a varied 
programme was devised, which included readings, discussions, and 
lectures on -hakespeare, together with fancy dress parties to which 
people came dressed as characters from the plays.
58.
Skittle club.
5e<HEin studsntischer Shakespeare-Verein," Jahrbuch. XXV (1890),
273-80.
CONCLUSIONS
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0: Conclusions.
When we try to reach a conclusion, to arrive at some Judgment of the 
wealth of material to be found in the first fifty volumes of the 
Shakespeare-Jahrbuch. onoresult Is almost self-evident: that we have 
here a remarkably clear picture of the spirit and mind of these critics 
which is of considerable interest, regardless of the value of their 
criticism as such. We may indeed feel that most of the Shakespeare 
criticism of this time is outdated} few things in the field of thought 
go out of fashion quite so quickly as literary criticism. Bmt the mere 
fact that so much of the criticism of this time has been superseded does 
not mean that it is valueless. The German Shakespeare critics were 
often pioneers, and they deserve the credit for this. L. Dora <?chmit*, 
in the preface to her translation of a selection of Karl Elce's essays, 1 
claims that "they bring before the student the opinions and theories of 
the foremost living Shakespeare scholars in Germany; opinions which 
must surely be of special interest to Englishmen, when it is considered 
that Germany, and not his own country, first rightly understood and 
valued Shakespeare's noble works".
This claim may appear exaggerated, but it has some foundation in 
fact. The work of Lessing and Schlegel is still largely valid today.
Essays on Shakespeare (London^ 1874).
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Goethe was in some way* less discriminating in his criticism but hi* 
comments in Wl Vheim Iteister were the inspiration of much of the critical 
work that cane after him. It was against this background that Wordsworth 
found himself able to claim in his Kssay. supplementary to the Preface 
to the 'Poems* of 1815» •The Germans only, of foreign nations, are 
approaching towards a knowledge and feeling of what he (Shakespeare) is. 
In some respects they have acquired a superiority over the fellow- 
countrymen of the Poet: for among us it is current, I night say, an 
established opinion, that Shakespeare is justly praised when he is 
pronounced to be 'a wild irregular genius, in whom great faults are 
compensated by great beauties'."
A notable example of the way in which the Germans were often years 
ahead of their English colleagues can be seen from their treatment of 
History plays. The 1984 Stratford production of the plays as a complete 
cycle, edited where practical considerations made this necessary, was 
anticipated by Dingelstedt at Weimar in 1864. This was followed by
Wilhelra KBnig'a article, "Shakespeares Konigsdramen, ihr Zusammenhang
cU 
und ihr Wert fflr die Buhne"* Although this went a good farther than
most critics would be prepared to go today its general approach is now 
universally accepted.
2*Jahrbuch. XII (1877), 228-60.
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Perhaps the most important achievement, however, was the establish­ 
ment of the idea that literary scholarship, the scientific analysis of 
literature, was just as important as literary criticism, the scientific 
evaluation of literature. In the field of literary scholarship the 
Germans led the field, and the fact that most of this scholarship has 
been superseded is no ground for wlth/holding recognition of what they 
did. But strangely enough literary criticism was often totally 
divorced from literary scholarship. This seems to stem from the fact 
that the scholars themselves were generally not interested in criticism. 
The reason for this is probably Wilhelm von Humboldt's doctrine of 
"Zweckfreie Wissenschaft" (pure scholarship, which is not concerned with 
what purpose it may serve). But w« nay feel that in fact this idea 
became distorted and that "Zweckfreie Wissenschaft" degenerated only 
too often into "7weeklose Wissenschaft". There is a vast difference 
between von Humboldt's resistance to the demand that all scholarship 
should be capable of being applied to practical ends and the refusal 
to draw conclusions from scholarship and to see their implications. 
What was originally an affirmation of the principle of academic freedom 
became an excuse for collecting miscellaneous facts, such as textual 
emendations and biographical details, without making any attempt to see 
if this new knowledge would itself lead to a new understanding of 
Shakespeare and his works.
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A» a result of this separation of scholarship from criticism the 
material in the ->hakespeare-Jahrbuch covers a wider range of topics and 
is more diverse in its approach than is usually the case with specialist 
publications. It contains such items as articles on Shakespeare's 
deathmask, speculations as to whether he ever visited Italy, discussions 
of his philosophy and religion, reviews of new productions on the stage, 
statistical information about performances of the plays, enormous 
numbers of shorter contributions concerning textual emendations, studios 
of sources and influences, as well as a variety of interpretations of the 
individual plays. Yet these varied contributions are rarely related to 
each other; it sometimes seems as though the various contributors to the 
Jahrbuch were working in complete isolation and were totally unafcware of 
what their colleagues were doing in the same and parallel fields.
Another idea that had become common (largely through von Humbddt, 
J.O. Wchte, and F.W. Schelling) was that of the purpose of a university 
as being the moral education of man. Exactly what this meant and what 
it involved was a matter for differing opinion, but it does account for 
the preoccupation of the literary critics with moral problems, ^eir 
attempts to discover Shakespeare's moral attitudes and to find moral 
interpretations of the plays and especially of the characters in the 
plays. Literary scholarship needed little justification; It was 
"zweokfrei". It was sufficient to point out that it demanded objectivity,
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thoroughness and integrity: qualities that were essential to the 
truly moral man. Literary criticism, on the other hand, could only 
justify itself by showing that it led to a greater understanding of 
wan, that it was itself a moral exercise. 3
These underlying ideas lent themselves to excesses. It was only too 
easy for scholarly opinion to become dogma; scholarship became a. kind of 
religion, of which the university professors, who were far fewer than 
they are today, and who enjoyed a splendid isolation, were the high- 
priests. When two such authorities held differing opinions they sometimes 
forgot their dignity and indulged in vituperative invective rather than 
reasoned argument.
For many critics Shakespeare became an idol who could do no wrong. 
They would try to explain away weak writing either by tortuous 
interpretations or by attempting to prove that the passage in question 
was not written by Shakespeare at all. The flowery praise gi.en to 
Shakespeare is sometimes almost nauseating, as at the opening of 
Julius Cserwinka's "KOnigsfrBmmigkeit in Shakespeare's Historian". 
This is partly due to the current evaluation of Shakespeare; it was the
is a certain parallel here with the theories of Matthew 
Arnold.
4Vkhrbuch. XXXIII (1S97), 57.
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fashion to *ee Shakespeare as perfect at this tine, but it also follows 
in the tradition of Goethe's extravagancies in Wilhelm Meister. This, 
unfortunately, was one of the dangers of German Romantic scholarship; 
by setting Shakespeare on a pedestal It tended to start from false 
preniss.es and hence arrive at faulty conclusions.
One consequence of this attitude to Shakespeare was that he was 
treated as a great philosopher rather than as a popular playwright. 
The great German dramatist, Goethe (Schiller's reputation has always 
been rather uncertain in Germany), was first and foremost a philosopher. 
His greatest work, Faust, has always presented the producer with 
particular difficulties, and the second part especially is almost 
Impossible to stage: even i.i Germany a performance is a great occasion. 
Since Faust is primarily an expression of philosophical ideas, any 
critical appreciation of it will consider it primarily from the viewpoint 
of the thinker, the intellectual, the philosopher; it would be quite 
wrong to start thinking of it as a popular work for the stage. The 
German critics of the 19th century found it only too easy to think of 
Shakespeare in the same way. Of course the thought in the plays is often 
profound; great thinkers since Shakespeare have not infrequently found 
that he crystallizes their own ideas to perfection. But this is only 
one side ox the picture: Shakespoare composed his plays (one almost 
hesitates to day "wrote" her*) for the theatre, and the popular theatre
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at that. He was himself a man of the theatre, in a way that Marlowe, 
who was In somo respects a far wore intellectual writer, was not.
This side of Shakespeare's art seems to have been largely forgotten 
by the contributors to the Shakespeare_-Jahrbueh. Yet this was not 
intentional, at any rate originally, for the Deutsche Shakespeare- 
Gesellschaft wan intended by its feunder, Wilhelm OechelhVuser, to be 
Something rather different than in fact it eventually became. The theatre 
was to be the ends and means of the society's works: by studying the 
theatre it hoped to further the understanding of Shakespeare, and by 
studying Shakespeare to promote the cause of the theatre. 5 But this 
aim was never realised. The contributions from actors and producers did 
not materialise, although four years after the society was founded one 
tenth of its members belonged to the world of the theatre. An early 
attempt to offer a prize for ? new production of CYmbeline, the first 
performance to be on Shakespeare's birthday in 18*7, failed through 
insufficient funds and the inability to find any judges. Under its 
first editor, Friedrich 3ort »-».stedt, the Jahrbueh becair* scholarly in
5 'See Albert Ludwig, "Die Deutsche Shakespeare-Gesellachaft, Gin
aflckblick »nla*ssiich ihres 50j{fhrir:$n Bestehens," Jahrbueh. XLIX 
(1913), 5.
'Ludwig, p. «6. 
7 *Uidwig, p. 65.
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character. It was particularly concerned with problems to do with the 
authenticity of Shakespeare's text and with its interpretation, together 
with individual productions. 8 When Karl Elze succeeded Bodenstedt as 
editor in 1868 the Jahrbuch became a specialist Journal for the individ­ 
ual researcher and its scope became limited. There were complaints that 
the practical and theatrical side was being neglected, and when •-. A. Leo 
•ucoeeded filze in 1880 he tried to appeal also to the non-scholar. 
He revived interest in the theatrical aide and made the Jahrbuch uore 
topical by dealing with such problem as the Baconian theory. Yet 
despite these efforts one cannot help feeling that the society never 
really solved its own problem*: "A Shakespeare who was only read would 
not be the whole poet - the society has always recognised this and since
its beginnings has tried to keep in touch with the theatre."9
Because philosophical fashions are continually changing and are
superseded by new methods philosophers can be extre&oly narrow In thoir 
outlook, sometimes failing utterly to unl erstand or appreciate the work 
of their predecessors. Thus we find the German ^h&kespeare critics 
often interpret Shakespeare in terms of their own age, their own 
environment, their own background.
a
But only factual reviews were giveaj there was very little thought
given to Shakespeare's stage art as such. 
0> Ludwig, p. 65.
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Of the trends in German philosophy at this time one of the most
influential was that of Positivism. This Is based upon what is given,*.
upon facts, certainties, what is without doubt; it Units research and 
exposition to these facts and sees metaphysical suggestions as theoreti­ 
cally impossible and practically useless. A question to which there is only 
one answer, which cannot be checked by experience, is only apparently a
true question; every hypothesis must be verifiable. 'V;at exactly is a
%
"fact" is disputed by the Positlvists a^on^ themselves, but they are agreed
that Positivism must be as closely allied as possible to the picture of the 
world as we experience it and to the ir<?thods of the natural sciences.
It is easy to see how this doctrine was adopted by literary 
scholarship. Toe Shakes oeare-Jahrbuch has many articles concerned with 
biographical details, statistical analyses - of performances of the plays
and of the metrical features, historic?! facts, and backer-ram? stndios
e, of the Jelizabethan «•'<». These we questions which, even if no one knew
the answers to them, were verifiable within the strict definitions of 
Positivism. The reason they could not be answerpd was that nodoby 
possessed the requisite information; but this was quite accidentals 
if such information evor beoan* avsl!sb1f» then the questions asked by 
these scholars could be answered. On the other hand we do not on the
I0»3ee Heinrich Schsddt, Philosopfaisches WHrterbuch. 17th ed. 
(Stuttgart, 1965).
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whole find contributions which show u subjective, albeit scientific, 
judgment. Semantics, for example, Is a comparatively now science, but 
it is easy to see that it could not have flourished amongv the Positivists, 
the meaning of a word or of a text Is ssuething which cannot be "verified", 
Similarly there is a failure to equate Shakaspeare, to claim this 
passage as good and that one as poor. This would require an aesthetic 
Judgment, a subjective quality which is, by German stanaardls, "unscient- 
ific". It is true that the plays w«re Interpreted and that these 
interpretations were, as they must always bo, subjective, but this was 
literary criticism, not scholarship.
Closely associated with this attitudews the great interest shown 
in historical matters and in historical methods. There developed what 
may be called the "scientific historian". * The Germiti: critics adopted 
the idea of "Geistesgeschichte", a scientific srnthod which «aw cultural 
history as the history of the spirit which produced that culture. It is 
partly the history of ideas and of "Weltanschauung", together with 
cultural history, partly investigation of the Mr]Jg.tgeist" (that spirit 
which is present in all the manifestations of a particular age) and of
"According to H. Kruse this is actually an American t«rr>, and as 
such nay have a rather different meaning from what is being 
described here; but it seems the best expression for what the 
writer has in mind at this point.
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it* changes by means of taking a cross-section of the period. 12
This in turn leads to the concept of "Historisous", that historical 
consciousness which recognizes that everything we apprehend has become 
what it is, eve", that which exists purely spiritually. The leading 
figures here were Kierkegaard, Nietcsche, and above all Wilhelm Oilthey 
(1833-1911). At its worst, which we sometime* see in the Jahrbuch, 
"Historis^mus" was a retreat from the present into the past, so 
that the value of the truth of the given facts was affected and their 
significance became a relative natter. Because it tried to understand 
all Institutions and phenomena of cultural life in terms of historical 
conditions it saw them as unique and individual, so that it came into 
conflict with all those philosophies whose aira is the universal. In the 
eyes of its detractors it appeared as relativism and the word "Historis- 
mus" acquired a derogatory connotation.
We can sea this idea at work very clearly in the Shakespeare- 
Jahrbuch. Not only are there numerous articles and smaller contributions
l2 »Schmidt. This is very largely the method employed here to assess 
the various contributions to the Jahrbu.cn...
l3 'Schmidt. 
14 'Schmidt.
*5< See the article on "Historismus" in Grosse Brockhaus. 16th ed. 
(Wiesbaden, 1954).
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dealing with the historical details of Shakespeare's time, but to 
historical approach dominates many other non-historical articles. H. A. 
Werner, in his article "Ober das Dunkei in der Hamlet-TrarBdle^i 1* 
suggests that what Shakespeare wrote was conditioned by the spirit of his 
age, the political situation, and the conditions in the theatre. Karl 
Elze in "Shakespeare's Charakter, seine Welt- und Lebensansehauung", 17 
Immediately compares Shakespeare with his contemporaries. Wllhelm 
Oechelhluflcr, in "Die WBrdijigung Shakespeare's in England und 
Deutschland", 1 tries, most unconvincingly, to show that the Germany of 
his time had come closer to the ideal of Shakespeare than England had. 
W. Hertsberg, in "Die Quellen der Troilus-Sage in ihrem Verhtfltniss 
zu Shakespeare's "Troilus und Cressida'", 19 shows how much Shakespeare 
owed to what wemt before and to contemporary feeling about the legend. 
These and many other examples typify the 19th century German approach 
to literature, not only in the subjects they discuss but in the way 
they discuss them.
In the sphere of religion the most important trend was probably
li'Jahrbuch. V (1370) 37-81. 
I7 'Jahrbuch. X (1875), 75-126. 
l8 *Jahrbuch. XX (1885), 54-68. 
19 *Jahrbueh. VI (1871), 169-225.
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that of Liberalism. Although some critic* tried to adduce evidence that 
Shakespeare was either Catholic or Protestant, there wa« a growing feeling 
that whatever his nominal allegiance night have been he was in practice 
an objective thinker who had very little use for narrow dogmatism and 
eccleslasticism of any sort. This idea developed to a point where 
religion was equated with morality. The supernatural element was entirely 
excluded and instead of what is normally understood by religion, which 
Is centred on God, there arose a type of Humanism, of which the centre 
was Man. Shakespeare was seen as a poet who was primarily interestad 
in Man (and therefore men), his weaknesses and his strengths. This in 
turn led to detailed studies of Shakespeare's characters, a school of 
criticism which for us is epitomised by Bradley. What is remarkable is 
that many of these studies, which often concerned themselves with the 
psychology of Shakespeare's characters, preceded both Bradley and Freud.
We have already discussed the political interpretations of 
Shakespeare's plays. These were particularly influenced by the political 
conditions and ideas of the time. Some of the parallels between 
Elizabeth's England and Bismarck's Germany have already been pointed out. 
But there are other features of the German "Zeitgeist" in the 19th 
century which explain the preoccupations of some of the critics. The 
position of the common man in Shakespeare was disputed by OechelhVuser 
on the one hand and Hfhnelin and Vischer on the other. OechelhXuser
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maintain* that we cannot ask that this picture of the Ware of the Roses 
•hould have a specific significance in the development of the English 
bourgeoisie when the new elements which had entered into the life of the 
State were still in process of developing. 20 He goes on to explain that 
the common man was the sufferer in this civil war, but that since the 
common people played very little part in public life in the ISth century 
they do not appear to any great extent in Shakespeare. The plays can 
only deal with the king and the barons. He might have gone on to add 
that although Elizabeth's reign saw the rise of a new merchant class 
this was simply an extension of privilege: the barons might have enjoyed 
less power than heretofore, but the common people were not affected. We 
find a significant echo of this in a contribution by W.O. Henderson to 
E.J. Passant's A short History of Germany 1315-1945. 21
In their relations to the 'hands', who flowed into industry 
from the countryside to 'better themselves', the entrepreneurs 
were ready to adopt the authoritarian principles of the land­ 
owners towards their labourers, whilst the 'hands' themselves, 
many of them only a generation removed from serfdom and none 
of them accustomed to a free society, were ill qualified to 
struggle either for social or political rights. The fact that 
the industrial revolution, with the organisation of large units 
which it involves, came to the German people whilst they were 
still so largely influenced by feudal institutions and ideas
20* HEssay tfber Hichard III." Jahrbuch. Ill (1868), 32-33 
21 * Cambridge, 1959.
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and before thsy ever tasted civil, still lees political 
liberty, im of great importance in their later development.
There was a groving demand from the worker* for these liberties, 
and the situation which existed under Bismarck could not last for ever. 
What appeared on the surface to be a stable situation was in fact 
transitory. It was to lead through the First World War to the 
abortive 1918 Revolution. In the sam* way Elizabethan England 
could not last. Elizabeth was followed by Janes and eventually by 
Charles and the Civil War. But in each case those living through the 
tines could not foresee the changes that were coming. In each case 
there was a marked increase in material prosperity, a period of peace 
at hone, the rise of new merchant class, and a corresponding invigoration
n't
in cultvre and the arts.
An important question that must be considered here is whether the 
German criticism under discussion was an isolated phenomenon or whether 
it had an influence on !Uakespeare criticism outside Germany. It is 
certainly true that the German critics of an earlier generation, Lessing
22 »IIenderson, p. 84.
23 •But on the whole the German stage does not seem to have shared 
in this revival. Unlike its Elizabethan counterpart it lacked 
inspiration, and, with a fsw notable exceptions, such as the 
Mainlngen performances previously referred to, the productions 
of this time sew to have been remarkably conventional.
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and Schlegel In particular, did exert a marked influence on tho«« who 
cane after them, both in Germany and In England. How far Coleridge was 
indebted to Schlegel la a point that will continue to be --gued, but it 
is fair to say that Coleridgtls contact with Schlegel must have played 
an important part in the formulation of the former's ideas.
The German criticism of the later 19th century has not lasted so 
well, tt is true that occasional references are to be found in modern 
books and articles, but the same might be said of the English criticism 
of this period. But in their time some of these German critics were 
highly regarded. There is explicit evidence of this in Dowden's 
Shak^speaVe, a critical study of his mind and art. His reference* 
to his German contemporaries are too many to enumerate here, and it 
must suffice to draw attention to uome of his more interesting comments 
and to try and see how far he was himself influenced by German criticism.
Dowden frequently refers to Kreyssig25 with approval, but since 
Kreyssig was not a contributor to the Shakespeare-Jahrbuch this need not 
concern us here. Similarly, there are adverse cotmcents on Gervirvja^®
24'London, 1873
Kreyssig's most important work is contained in his Vorlesungen 
ttber Shakespeare, seine 2eit und sein Werke. 3 Bde, (Berlin, 
1858-60).
23 See G. G. Gervinus, Shakespeare 4 Teile (Leipzig, 1849-50).
This was later translated into English - ^hakespeare Commentaries. 
trans. F. E. Bumiett (London, 1363).
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and RiimeUn, 27 neither of whom wrote for the Jahrbuch. but both critic* 
of repute. Dowden cannot accept Gervimia' interpretation of aomeo and 
Juliet. It provokes him to remark: "It is somewhat hard .i;.oa 
Shakespeare to suppose that he secreted in each of his dramas a cantral 
idea for a German critic to discover."28 He is particularly dissatisfied 
with Gervimis* comments on the Friar an on .vfercutio. Dowden's reaction 
to the latter is brief and caustic: "The German Professor sometimes 
does not quite keep pace with Shakespeare, and is heard stumbling 
heavily behind him."29 Gervinus' interpretation of Ilamlet receives 
•imilar treatment. 30 Dowden describes the criticism of HOmolin as 
"clever and superficial". 31 Rfitaelin claimed to be a realist, but
Dowden remarks that realist criticism buttresses up its case- with mere
32conj actures.
On the more positive Bide Dowden claims to be indebted to Werner
27 'See Guatav ROmelin, Shakespeare-Studien (Stuttgart, 1866)
^•Dowden, p. 122.
26 •Dowden, p. 117, n.
3PiDowden, p. 137, n.
3lt r>owden. p. Ill, n. 
32»Dowden, p. 212, n.
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33for his study of Ha IT I fit,! 'to adopts Werner's : rf >a of Haiilet as a moral
character try'ng to live In sn irj oral society and failing. His 
Interpretations of the other characters also owe nirch to Worker. But he 
also argues that w*> must not neglect the emotional side of Hamlet's 
character, and this idea, as he ack^owlc ^os, 34 he derives from Oehlmann.
It can be aeon that Dowden owed ich to German criticisr-i, but that 
he was discriminating in his use of it. 3ut he ia also influenced by the 
Germans in his general approach. Tluis in dealing with the Histories he 
attempts to make generalizations ah out Shakespeare's attitudes and beliefs. 
Although he is cautious corspared to aome of the German critics, :w»verth«- 
less *'••-':<"»» ia a certain tendency to approach Shakespeare froir, a biograph­ 
ical point o? vii»w.
The otlie • great English critic who owes something to the Germans 
is Bradley. It is impossible to do justice to hi-n in a few words, but 
it la not unfair to say that he epitomises the approach ro Shakespearian 
tragedy through the characters themselves. This approach closely 
parallels that of his German predecessors and contemporaries, and some 
of his references, such as those to Werder's lectures on Hamlet and
L, suggest that he was aware of this. There is other evidence of
German influence. When discussing Hamlet he remarks that "in the great
33 % Dowden, p. 160, n. 
34 'Dowden, p. 132, n.
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ideal '.ovimpnt which began towards th« close of the eighteenth century, 
this tragedy acquired a position unique among Miakeapea.e's drains, and 
shared only by Goethe's Faust."^ It seems unlikely that t'lis 
comparison is purely fortuitous, particularly since this is not the 
only reference to Goethe.
Bradley was rore cautious than n\a:iy of the German critics, *ith 
their wild speculations. Yet even he sometimes appears to consider 
Shakespeare's characters outside their context in the play. An extreme 
example of this is his comparison of Othello and Hamlet; "The heroes 
cf the two plays are doubtless extremely unlike, so unlike that each 
could h»-"<-> dealt without much difficulty with the situation which proved 
fatal to the other. M>ir It i3 important to realise that a statement like 
this was not really breaking new ground but that iradley was merely 
following a line of thought which can be traced back through the German 
critics of the 19th century and perhaps has its origin in Goethe's 
treatment of Hamlet.
Finally, it is Interesting to notice that German critical methods 
had an effect not only in England but elsewhere - even in a country 
like France, where one might least expect it. H.A. Taine opened his
3S 'A. C. Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy. (London, 1904), pp. 127-8.
3<S*8radl«y, p. 175.
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Hjstoiro d* la ^literature Anglaise with a description of the 
relationship between history and literature, aa then aeen In France and 
Germany, which eould hardly be Improved upon aa an introduction to 
"HiatoriemuB". This, then, la an extreme example of the > storical 
approach to literature. In the early page* Tain* describe* not only the 
history of the invasions of Britain, but also the geography and culture 
of the lands from which the invaders came. England Itself he describes 
as Na rude and foggy land", and its- inhabitants are seen aa wild and 
primitive. The argument is illustrated by frequent references to the 
chronicles of the tine. All this is very close in spirit to much of 
the criticism in the Shakespaare-Jaiirbuch.
Taine's treatment of Shakespeare is also basically historical 
and biographical. From the start he shows quite plainly that his mind 
is set on Shakespeare himself, though he recognizes that the man can 
only be approached through his works.
T am about to describe an extraordinary species of mind, 
perplexing to all the French modes of analysis and reasoning, 
all-powerful, excessive, squally master of the sublime and 
the base; the most creative that ever engaged in the exact 
copy of the details of actual existence, in the dazzling 
caprice of fancy, in the profound complications of super­ 
human passions; a nature poetical, immoral, inspired, 
superior to reason by the sudden revelations of his seer's
37 'Paris, 1863-4.
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Marines*! so extreme in joy and pain, so abrupt of gait, to 
stormy and impetuous in his transports, that this great age 
alone could have cradled such a child.
It seems here that, rather than Shakespeare defying "the French 
modes of analysis and reasoning", Taine is abandoning these sane 
methods and adopting an approach that owes more to German Romanticism 
than he explicitly admits.
There is a danger that too much importance may be attached to the 
German criticism of the period that has been considered. It cannot 
seriously be maintained that much of it has a lasting value, and much 
of the scholarship is now superseded. On the positive side, however, 
two points stand out. First, although the modern reader nay learn very 
little new about Shakespeare from these writings, he may discover a great 
deal about the methods of criticism and scholarship that evolved in 
Germany at this time and thus be in a better position to evaluate what 
is being written at the present time. Second, nobody who wishes to 
study the history of literary criticism in general and the criticism 
of Shakespeare in particular can afford to ignore the German 
contributions of this period} without them developments wight have been 
very different, for they provoked other critics in other places and at 
later dates to examine Shakespeare in quite a new light.
'H.A. Tiaine, History of English Literature, trans. K. van Laun 
(London, 1887), p. 296.
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(1910), 92-105. 
Elizabeth's First Gift to the Earl of Essex.
XLVI (1910), 125.
Dramatic Records from the Privy Council ?©^isters. 
XL VI II (1912), 103-15.
Sturge, L. J. Webster and the Law; a Parallel. XLII (1906), 148-57.
Sullivan, Edward. Two Motes on Hamlet. I, i and Merchant. V, ii.
XLIV (1908), 145-6.
Tllley, Morris P. A* passage in Love's Labour's Lost. XLVI O910), U7-
Shakespeare Allusions. XLIX (1913), 145-6
Tyler, Thomas. Enstehungszeit von Shakespeares 55. Sonett. XVI (1831),
411-2.
^ Mrs. Fytton und Ro«aline in Love's Labour •• L r^
XX (1885), 329-31.
Bin bisher noch nlcht verflf fentlichter Brief von 
Shakespeare* OBnner, dem Earl of Pembroke.
XXII (1887), 268-71.
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Wallace, C. W. Gervaae Markhau, Dramatist. XLVI (1910), 345-50. 
Young, Sidney. Shakespeare* Bibel. XX (1885), 331-4.
IVr Works by major German authors in English or translated
into English.
Brandl, Alois, Shakespeare and Germany. The British Academy,
Third Annual Shakespeare Lecture. London, 19i3.
ten Brink, Bernhard. Shak^spete. Ftfnf Vorlesungen aus dem Vachlass.
Strassburg, 1393.
English translation: Five lectures on 
Shakespeare. Translated by J. Franklin.
London. 1895.
Cohn, Albert. Shakespeare in Germany in the 16th and 17th Centuries: 
An Account of English Actors in Germany and the 
Netherlands, and of the Plays Performed by Them.
London. 1865.
Creixenach, Wilheln. Geschichte des neueren Dramas. Bde. I-V.
Halle, 1893 seq.
Volume IV translated under the title: 
The English drama in the age of Shakespeare.
London, 1916.
Size, Kari. Notes on Elizabethan Dramatists with conjectural
emendations of the text. Halle, 1830.
Alexandrines in The Winter's Tale and King Richard II.
riaiip, 1882.
Notes (on The Tempest, etc.). Halle, 1882 
Last notes on niicedorus. Ins Englische Studion. VI
(1883), 311-21. 
Notes on The Tempest. In: Englische Studien. VI
(1883), 438-40. A Letter to C. M. Ingleby, Esq., containing notes
and conjectural emendations on Shakespeare's 
Cvmbeline. Ini Anglia. VIII (1885), 263-97.
Notes and conjectural emendations on Anthony and 
Cleopatra and Pericles. In: Englische Studien, IX
(1886), 267-90. 
Notes on King Richard II. In: Englische Studien Xff
(1889), 186-97.
its
-WW--
(Blste, Karl. continued/..) Essay* on Shakespeare. Translated by
L. 0. Schmitz. London. 1874.
Content*t The Date of The Tempest.
A Midsummer Night's Dream.
The Merchant of Venice.
All's Well that Ends Well.
King Henry VIII.
Hanylet in France,
The Supposed Travels of Shakespeare.
Sir William Davenant.
The Orthography of Shakespeare's
Name.
William Shakespeare. Halle, 1876. Translated by 
L. .->. Schmitz. London. 1888.
Gervinus, G. G. Shakespeare. 4 Teile. Leipzig, 1849-50.
English translationt Shakespeare Commentaries. 
Translated by F. E. Bunnett. London, 1S83.
2 Isaac, Hermann. On some particularities of the pronunciation of
Shak/spere. Barmen, 1874. 
Leo, F. A. Shakespeare-Notes. London. 1885.
Ulrici, Hermann. nakespeares dramatische Kunst. Halle, 1339.
English translation: Shakespeare's Dramatic Art. 
Translated by L. D. Schmitz. London. 1876.
Vitftor, Wilheln. Shakespeare's Pronunciation. Marburg, 1906.
ten Brink was technically a Dutchman, but he left Holland as a 
child and spent the rest of his life in Germany. Since he is 
alwpys regarded as a German, it seemed right to include him here.
2 * Isaac later changed his name to Conrad.
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Note* on Bibliography.
German titles are normally given in modern Carman spelling.
Section III omit* a number of relatively minor contributions by 
English and American authors, such as unsigned newspaper articles.
Section IV includes only such works as are likely to have had a 
fairly wide circulation and may have reached the attention of English 
critics. It does not include articles in school prospectuses or 
doctoral dissertations, which must inevitably have had a limited 
readership.
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Index of na»*8 J»f German critics.
Bernays, Michael, 
Bodenstedt, FTiedrich. 
Boraann, Whiter. 
Brandl, Alois. 
ten Brink, B«rnhard. 
Cohn, Albert. 
Creizenach, WilhelB. 
CSerwiaka, Julius. 
Delius, N. 
Blase, Karl.
Franz, WilhelB. 
Pricker, Robert. 
Friesen, Hermann Freiherr 
Gervinus, G. G. 
Goethe, J. W. von.
Gufldolf, Priedrich. 
Hauptnann, Gerhart. 
Hense. c. c. 
Hertsberg, Wllheln.
49, 140.
35, 125, 129, 140. 
109, 140.
«S, 104-5, 142, 148.
148, 149n.
149.
148.
3«T34, 123, 140. 
0, 14, 77n., 140.
8, 23-4, 40-4, 4«-8, SOjS, 70,
103-4, 112-4, 119, 126, 130,
140, 148, 149.
14, 105-8, 142. 
6, 140.
von 76, 82-97, 140, 142. 
5, «7, 77n., 90, 94, 103, 134, 135,142, 149.
3, 4, 23, Sin., 53, 50, 97, 53n.,90, 61,
67, 90, 97, 98,l6t07, 108, 109, 110, 111,
112n., 115, 116, 119, 124, 137, 142.
112n., 142. 
2, 99, 140.
71-31, 109-12, 140, 142. 
14, 130, 140.
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Isaac. Hermann. 
Kllian, Rngen. 
Koberatein, August. 
KOnig, Vilheltt. 
Kreyaaig, Frledrlch. 
Leo, P. A. 
Leasing, G. E.
Ludwig, Albert.
MBtller, Hermann 
OechelhVuser, Vilheltt.
Oehlaomn, Wilhala. 
PrtflM, Robert. 
RBtaeher. H. T. 
ROnelin, Guatav
Schl«gal. A. W. 
Schmidt, Alexander. 
Slmrock, Rarl. 
Stark, Carl. 
Suphan, B. 
Tieck,
149.
19n., 141.
119, 141.
17-21, 120, 141.
07, 90, 134. 142.
10, 126, 141, 149.
5"^ 
3, 23, 53, 98, 102. 109, 110.
US, 116, 119, 133, 142.
2n., 4p., 8, 9n.,18n., 114, 
115, 125n., 120n., 141.
20n., 141.
1, 17n., 22-3, 25, 35, 53, 99-102, 
l n ;, 125, 130, 131, 141, 142.
67-70, 115-7, 136, 141.
39-40, 62-3, 67,141.
75, 142.
5, 22, 23, 25n., 53, 75, 81, 
131, 135, 142.
3, 7-9, 9, 98, 101, 102, 119, 134,142.
14, 142.
90.
71^.142.
109, 141.
Wn. 
7-S, 9, 76, 142.
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T»chi»chwit«, Denno. 34, 57-0, 64, 70-1, 141, 142.
it-it\. 
Ulrici, Hermann. 2, 8, 87, 87, 140.
Victor Wilhelm. 140.
Vilnar* A. F. C. 25, 143.
Vl«cher. P. T. 23, 131, 143.
Werder, Kftrl. 5, 38-9, 02-3, ««-7, 108, 136, 143.
Wern»r, H. A. 36-8, 39, 44-5, 50-61, «2n.,
107-S, 130, 135-6, 141.
